How to live in the kitchen and like it—from new gadgets to new recipes.
What will tomorrow look like?

In the home there's almost bound to be a transformation in the way we live because pressures on space are likely to increase. On the other hand, advances in building technology and electrical equipment should compensate more than adequately.

For example, the kitchen as such may disappear for ever. In its place could come the multi-purpose room—where activities such as cooking, eating, and living can take place harmoniously.

Here are six designs which London Electricity think may be the blueprints for new living.

You can see how these might be adapted to your own home by visiting the six LEB showrooms where the rooms will be exhibited over the next six months.

The showrooms are listed on the far right hand page.

Have you changed cookers in the last ten years?

Electricity certainly has!

A lot of things have happened since you bought your last electric cooker. They're even cleaner.

Do things by halves.
You only need half the grill? Now you can use just half, thanks to this new dual-circuit grill. And there are new dual-circuit rings too, so you don’t waste any heat with small saucepans.

Double the capacity.
One cooker, two ovens! A giant one for weekend cooking, an economy one for weekdays. Means you can roast and bake at the same time, too.

Simplicity itself.
Everything’s designed for the simple life. Controls that show you the exact heat . . . automatic timers . . . hob lights . . . warming drawers . . . there’s no end to the marvellous features you get when you go electric!

Quickly does it.
Touch a switch and start cooking. Don’t take our word for it; ask your friends. You will be amazed how quick and controllable electric cooking can be.

Take it clean apart.
There’s no problem keeping an electric cooker clean. Lots have lift-up hobs, lift-out spill trays. And stayclean oven-linings. Several have oven linings that take out to be washed at the sink.

An oven that actually cleans itself.
Close the oven door, turn a couple of knobs and leave it. Off goes grease. Off goes grime. From literally every part of the oven. Even if it’s been there for weeks.

And remember...
1. Your Electricity Board offers you a 12-month double guarantee with all new cookers – and free delivery.
2. You can buy your new electric cooker with either cash or easy terms – whichever suits you best!
From the 6th July 1972 until January 1973 you can see these examples of ‘New Living’ at the London Electricity showrooms listed below. The displays will visit each showroom in turn, changing at monthly intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Display</th>
<th>At this Showroom during July</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.‘Open Plan Living’</td>
<td>245/247 Finchley Road, Hampstead, N.W.3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.‘Studio Living’</td>
<td>175 Edgware Road, London, W.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.‘Bachelor Living’</td>
<td>91 Pelham Street, South Kensington, S.W.7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scheme was devised and co-ordinated by Inca Productions Ltd.
No woman should be tied to the kitchen. But we know why some prefer it that way.

It's our fault. When housewives started demanding top quality fitted units, a wider range of attractive colours, built-in labour saving accessories. Luxury kitchens in fact. We at Multyflex naturally enough obliged them. Unfortunately once you put a woman into one of our kitchens you just can't get her out again.

Mind you it's hardly surprising. Our kitchens are designed by top professionals and produced by craftsmen. And our superbly finished units come in 21 fashionable colours (and two in solid, natural timbers) and are specially made to accommodate every known type of appliance - split-level cookers, double sink units and exclusive Multyflex features like Dafen shelves for bulk storage and handy drawer packs.

But that's only half the story. There's also a FREE design service. You outline your requirements to one of our highly skilled designers and he'll tailor those requirements into a perfectly planned kitchen layout. He'll give you full details of items and accessories he recommends. And a precise estimate.

And because you're dealing direct with Multyflex you also get a special direct sale discount. Up to 25% on cabinets and accessories and up to 12½% on appliances.

If you'd like all this in writing fill in the coupon and send for our 48-page illustrated 'Guide to Good Kitchen Design'. It's quite a revelation.

There are Multyflex Kitchen Design and Display Centres at

London Elephant & Castle Shopping Centre, Southwark, SE1.
Wales Dafen, Llanelli, Carmarthenshire.
Midlands Engineering and Building Centre, Broad St., Birmingham 1 (Display only).
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Discount. Up to 25% on cabinets and accessories and up to 12½% on appliances.

Please send me without obligation your FREE Guide to Good Kitchen Design. I understand no salesman will telephone or call on me.

Name
Address
Could you trust your husband with the maid?

The new Swanmaid Select dishwasher is designed so you can do just that.
Nothing could be easier to operate. You simply load it up and everything's washed, rinsed and dried to an absolute sparkle.

- Fully automatically.
- It boasts the fastest washing-up time on record, cleaning 27 place settings in an hour.
- Using less electricity, less water and 25% less detergent.

With 7 different programmes, including a biological wash to handle heavily soiled things like porridge pans.

And the elegant Select fits beautifully into the most modern kitchens.

Lovely to look at in gleaming white enamel with polished stainless steel interior.

Backed all the way by a two year guarantee and really super service.

Be sure and see the maid for yourself, in action at your local Swanmaid dealers. Your husband will want to see it too, of course!

Send for descriptive literature to Bulpitt & Sons Limited, Albion Street, Birmingham B1 3DL.

Name

Address

SWANMAID SELECT
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER
The instant tile

Polypanel Self Adhesive Tiles from Polycell
Take a very fresh sea trout of about 2 lbs, cleaned but not scaled. Place it on a work surface which will be easy to clean afterwards.

2 Cut a piece of aluminium foil about six inches longer than the fish.

3 Brush the foil and the fish liberally with good quality olive oil.

4 Season the fish with a little freshly ground black pepper.

5 Fold the ends of the foil tightly, then place a slice of lemon on the fish...

6 ...plus a sprig of parsley...

7 ...plus a tablespoon of dry white wine.

8 Fold the top of the foil very tightly to form an air-tight seal, place the fish on a baking tray and put it into a pre-heated oven (290°F or gas mark 1).

9 The fish will take an hour to cook – but resist any temptation to check on its progress – if you open the foil, the dish will be spoiled. Occupy yourself by washing up...

10 ... and pour yourself a well-earned glass of sherry.

11 When the fish is cooked, slide it out of the foil on to a warmed plate – pour the juices over it.

12 Serve with brown bread and butter and a modest smile.
Beautifully simple recipes, like this one, become even simpler (and possibly more beautiful too!) when they're prepared and cooked in a Grovewood Daintymaid kitchen. Because Daintymaid units and accessories are not only superbly made, they're cleverly planned to put everything you need within easy reach.

And, since good cooking is a matter of good organisation - as well as skill and enthusiasm - that's very important indeed.

The Daintymaid kitchen: it's a beautiful place to be in. It's a great place to work in.

GROVEWOOD
Daintymaid

Post the coupon and we'll send you a brochure.

Name __________________________

Address __________________________________________

To: Grovewood Products Ltd Tipton Staffs

GD33
Beautiful, matt, rich, dense and protected by the toughest vinyl.

Only Dulux Supercover Emulsion with Acrylic Vinyl can give you such a finish.

Dulux is a home’s best friend.
Oil be seeing you. Oil or Vinegar bottles with their own little corks.

FT133 Bottles £1.75 pair boxed

The Italian Job. To keep your spaghetti straight—a very tall story.

FT135 Cruet £1.75 boxed

Accrue it. Salt, pepper, and mustard with its own tiny spoon.

FT136 Egg Cups £1.40 for 4 boxed

An oeuf is an oeuf. Four little egg cups together in a box.

Dartington
Handmade in Torrington, Devon.
Designed by Frank Thrower.
Write for a free brochure to 4 Portland Rd, London W11 4LD
Today's best books at bargain prices

Readers Union is a group of book clubs run by book lovers for book lovers. It offers a plain honest deal – and rich variety. You can join any one of six clubs, including Readers Union itself. Your monthly Choice will usually cost only a quarter to a third of the ordinary published price – for unabridged quality hardbacks complete with all illustrations. With the Choice comes our free monthly magazine Readers News and twice-yearly 64-page catalogue of Optional offers. You can buy the Choice of another club for pence – or build up a balanced library for the whole family. And start with Tutankhamen free!

GARDENERS BOOK CLUB
This new high-quality club, run by gardeners for gardeners, aims high, picking the best books on a wide range of subjects to give you pleasure now, and still to be useful on your shelves many years hence. Most titles have colour plates.

The July-December programme illustrates below saves £10.15.
£14.85 worth of books for £4.70.

JULY
THE WATCHER AND THE RED DEER/Richard Perry
'The famous story of the life of red-deer herds of the Grampians and the Cairngorms' (E2) CBC 58p

AUGUST
THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH/Ronald Webber
'Even if you have never been inside a blacksmith's forge you will find it informative and highly entertaining' – Belfast Telegraph (E2) CBC 58p

SEPTEMBER
THE GARDEN POOL/Dr Francis Perry
'Anyone contemplating installing an ornamental pool... should buy this book first' – Ray Hay, The Times (E1.75) CBC 60p

DECEMBER
MULTI-SEASON SHRUBS AND TREES/Richard Gorer
£3.50 BBC 95p

Other Clubs...

READERS UNION itself, a non-fiction club renowned for its high literary quality since 1937, offers history, biography and travel. The next six month's programme saves £13.97.

£17.45 worth of books for £3.48.

Other Clubs...

The Sportsmans Book Club alternates cricket and football Choices. You can opt for either or both. The next six month's programme costs £3 saving £7.95.

The Victorian (& Modern History) Book Club catches all the fascination of the Victorian Age and includes occasional more recent titles. The Paris Commune 1871/Backs to the Wall (London under Fire 1939-45)/Human Documents of the Age of the Forsytes and Life in Edwardian England are typical Choices from the current programme, £18.75 worth of books for only £6.08.

All prices exclude post and packing.
Yet another beautiful
Colt designed home

Colt is the synonym for the very best in timber houses. Our
imitators come and go but we continue to build COLT HOUSES
to individual requirements — not just standard plans! A service
almost unique nowadays. Send now for our free leaflet or post
15p for the 56 page colour brochure and book of plans; or visit
our showhouses soon. Open weekdays from 9.30 am to 4.15 pm
(Saturdays by appointment.)

COLT HOUSES
W. H. Colt Son & Co. Ltd.
Dept. 20/Bethersden, near Ashford, Kent.
Telephone: Bethersden 456
Scottish agent:
Solway Cedar Ltd, Moffat, Dumfriesshire - Tel: Moffat 360

London Bedding Centre
you can forget sleep at night on a Staples

We choose Staples for the high quality craftsmanship of their
hand-buit beds. The Diplomat Series is London Bedding Centre’s
exclusive range. Designed to suit individual requirements. Mattresses
are soft, medium or firm. Carefully made with 1,000 pockeled springs
in the standard double size. You have fifteen sizes to choose from.

Diplomat standard single
160cm x 200cm (5'3" x 6'6"") approx.
£157-30

Diplomat Queen size
150cm x 200cm (5' x 6'6"") approx.
£232-10

All Headboards extra.

Diplomat Kingsize zipped
and linked
200cm x 200cm (6'6" square approx.)
£304-40

In association with

Perrings

There are 39 Perrings stores in
South East England offering a
similar service.
**CONVERSION TO CHEAP-TO-RUN OIL-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING**

Why are more and more people converting their old-fashioned central heating systems to oil-fired central heating?

Shell-Mex and B.P. give you the facts

People who already have experience of central heating clearly know what to look for when they're modernising their old central heating systems.

Fact 1. Every year the number of people converting their oil-fired central heating system to Shell-Mex and B.P. oil-fired central heating is growing considerably.

If you already have central heating, you'll know that your fuel bills are a major outlay in your yearly budget. Which central heating fuel offers you the lowest running costs?

Shell-Mex and B.P.

**Fact 2. Oil is the cheapest central heating fuel for automatic central heating.**

How much can you save every year on running costs with Shell-Mex and B.P. ?

Fact 3. On a larger 3-bedroom house you can save as much as £45 a year.

The cost of the various fuels varies from area to area. So how much you save depends on where you live. But you'll always make a saving with Shell-Mex and B.P. central heating.

Compared with other types of fuel for automatic central heating, your Shell-Mex and B.P. central heating system pays for itself with the money you'll save. How much will it cost you to convert to Shell-Mex and B.P. central heating?

**Fact 4. No one can quote you precisely without looking at your system.**

Post this coupon now and have one of our central heating specialists take a look at your current system and quote you (without obligation).

He'll also quote you on running costs to compare with the alternatives and give you an idea of the sort of savings you can expect to make every year with Shell-Mex and B.P.

Post the coupon now. Or simply phone 01-836 1331.

Even if you don't have central heating, it will cost you nothing to find out. And it could save you a pretty penny.

**Cameras**

If you do not already own a camera, then one of the modern cartridge type is all you need. The Instamatic 255-X camera is a good choice for all picture-taking around the home, and that includes the children and pets. It has drop-in loading with a 126 cartridge, and it employs a mechanical flash system requiring no batteries. You can use this camera under a range of conditions: weather symbols simplify exposure setting.

**Films**

Film comes in different types for different kinds of pictures, and you finished pictures—colour slides, colour prints, or black-and-white prints—depend on the type of film you load in the camera.

Colour prints make the best record pictures. You can view prints anywhere, and send copies to friends and relatives with hints and explanations written on the back.

Kodacolor-X film produces colour prints; Verichrome Pan film produces black-and-white prints. Colour slide enthusiasts who prefer to use Ektachrome or Kodachrome film can also get colour prints, but these need to be ordered after the colour slides have been processed.

**Taking pictures**

Pictures of the house and garden should be a lot easier to take than those once-a-year holiday snaps. Your subject will be quite still; you will not be keeping everyone else waiting, so you can take your time. If you are taking a 'portrait' of the house, then walk around your subject and examine it from all angles before you select your position.

Be critical of what specialists through the camera viewfinder. Is this the best angle? Would it be better with more garden? Look at the lighting, too. If the sun is causing unpleasant, dark shadows, then select another angle or wait until the light is different. If this means a suitably sunny morning rather than the afternoon you decide to take pictures, then be patient. The house will still be there next weekend. Look at the house pictures in this magazine for ideas on both angles and lighting. And, if both morning and afternoon sunlight cause shadows, then choose a day that is cloudy, when the even lighting will reveal all the detail.

If there are trees at front or back, then try to select an angle with a tree to one side so that it provides a frame for the house without obscuring it. Be careful to include all the house in the viewfinder—don't chop off the roof—but beware of taking your picture from too far away. Keep your eye on the house through the viewfinder to ensure you are framing your subject correctly. If your camera has no settings, then you should only take pictures when conditions are sunny or bright. And do stand still and press the shutter release without jerking. Modern cameras have faster shutter speeds than the box cameras of years ago, but you can still get a blurred picture if you move the camera.

Finally, when you have captured your house and garden for posterity, try some pictures with a bit of life in them. One of the family working in the garden; children playing with a pet on the lawn; dad up a ladder with a paint brush. These human models should be doing something rather than looking at the camera. Their presence will add interest and provide a personal touch.

---

**Shell-Mex and B.P. central heating.**
The day you gain the freedom of your home.
Wrighton lead in kitchen design

The award-winning Wrighton International kitchen combines elegance and sound construction with fitness for purpose - it is specified wherever the best only is good enough.

Combinations of units fill any space beyond 300mm (32") to within 100mm (4") or less, and the extensive range includes a variety of housing for appliances. Modern production methods backed by a vigorous design policy ensure the highest quality at all times, and Wrighton units can be selected to meet almost any budget requirement.

Wherever there's a kitchen space - there's a Wrighton kitchen to fill it.

See the full range of Wrighton fitted kitchen furniture, at the Wrighton Showroom, 3 Portman Square, London W1H 0JB. (just behind Selfridges), telephone: 01-486 4575, or send the coupon for colour brochures.

To: Wrighton International Furniture, Billet Rd, Walthamstow, London E17 5DW.

Please send me your colour brochure with details of Wrighton Kitchen Furniture.

Name__________________________
Address________________________

Town__________________________County__________________________

K33
SHOPPING IN NEW PLACES

Pine and cane specialists
The Crayford Carpet Centres Group, now trading as the Crayfords Carpet & Furniture Centres, have opened a new shop specializing in pine and cane at 13-15 The Mall, High Street, Bromley. The range of exotic pieces from all over the world includes pine tables from £22.00 and dining-chairs, high backed or low backed, rush-seat, from £7.00. You can swing high in the hanging seats, from £15.00, or relax in rocking-chairs from £9.00. There are rush mats, circular, oval and square, decorative cane chairs, screens, lampshades and reversible wool rugs.

George Benham, managing director of the Crayford Group, has spent some two months abroad to find the kind of unusual merchandise—at very attractive prices—that he feels their customers want. Most of the pine and cane has been bought directly from the craftsmen abroad, and are exclusive to these centres in Britain. There is also a range of "cash and carry" pine furniture, which knocks down to be packed in small cartons.

Heal's at Guildford
The opening of a Heal's shop at Tunsgate, Guildford, is a further step in the expansion of the retail side of the business. This new store will be similar to Heal's in London, showing much of the same well-designed furniture, carpets, curtains, linens, glass, lighting and fabrics, as well as Heal's handmade bedding. London-trained sales staff can offer all Heal's services, from advising on complete home furnishing schemes to planning fitted bedrooms and sophisticated wall systems, from making curtains to laying carpets. Manager David Millard is confident that this new branch of Heal's will be able to provide the customer with a total modern furnishing concept through the integrated layout of its departments.

Our photograph shows a view of the main entrance from the mezzanine floor. The handsome stainless-steel banister links the three main floors of the shop.

China and glass, too
In addition to their well-designed—and reasonably-priced—modern furniture, The Pace Shop at 17 Woodstock Street, London W1, now sells attractive china and glass. Well worth a visit.

Simply Beautiful Simpla

6'6" settee with take-off covers and all feather cushions.
Sizes available 2'6" (chair), 4'6", 6'6", 8'6". Alternative seat cushions—foam or dacron/foam. Wide variety of covering fabric. Headrests from £8.30

Please write for brochure and name of your nearest stockists.

Robert Whiting Designs Ltd
11 Paxman Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk Tel: King's Lynn 4831
Whitewood isn't white wood anymore.

With Ronseal's 12 super colours, whitewood furniture has been given a lift right out of the kitchen and into the top furniture league. Well-made whitewood furniture in colours like Soho Orange, Chelsea Blue, Portobello Purple could transform your home, blend in with your own decor as no other furniture can. But if your style's more trad than trendy, there's natural wood coloured Ronseal in six rich timber shades. Great on furniture or floors.

Ronseal is a polyurethane wood seal made specially to protect wood from the rough and tumble of family life. And though it's tough, Ronseal is transparent. Not a paint but a glowing film of sheer colour that lets the natural beauty of the wood grain shine clear through.

And of course there's also clear Ronseal Hardglaze - splendid for floors or quality timber not in need of extra colour. Ask about Ronseal where you buy your whitewood furniture, at your D.I.Y. or hardware shop.

Ronseal Product, Thorncliffe, Chapeltown, Sheffield S30 4YP. Telephone: 0741-53171.

An Izal Product, Thorncliffe, Chapeltown, Sheffield S30 4YP. Telephone: 0741-53171.
the ERCOL Pine Line continues to grow
The Ercol Pine Line is growing rapidly in popularity and in the number of pieces now included in the range. And no wonder, for seldom, if ever, has the glory of solid pine been so beautifully worked and finished as it has in this range of Ercol furniture.

Today, Ercol craftsmen are devoting their loving care to fashioning pieces from this beautiful wood which will grace every room you live in, from dining room to living room to bedroom.

Now you can live with the natural beauty of pine, revealed to perfection, all about you.

A kind wood
There is a natural warmth about pine—it is a kind wood, soft to the touch, gentle to the eye. Its colour ranges from pale honey to a hint of rose and this is how you will find it in the Ercol Pine Line, hand-waxed throughout.

Furniture that lasts
To the strength of solid pine, Ercol bring the strength of meticulous craftsmanship. Look at the fine quality dovetailing, at mortice and tenon joints, at the way drawers slide and doors open and close. Here is furniture as well made as it is possible to make it.

Each piece from the Ercol Pine Line will serve you long and faithfully; such is its strength and beauty that it may well become a coveted possession in your family for generations.

See it, touch it
Most Ercol stockists will now have the Pine Line. So you can see the actual furniture. Above all, feel the finish for yourself—inside, outside and underneath. You will get the Ercol idea.

Send the coupon
Send us the coupon; we will send you full-colour literature about the Pine Line and other Ercol styles (Windsor, Old Colonial, Modula and our Fully-Upholstered Range) We will also send you a list of stockists in your area, who are Ercol specialists.

To Ercol Furniture Limited, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. Please send me your full-colour catalogue, together with list of stockists in my area.

NAME
ADDRESS
TOWN
COUNTY
MS3
ERCOL
SHOPPING IN NEW PLACES

Bruselas—A subtle blending of Red, Green, Mulberry and Gold bringing both richness and warmth to your Kitchen.

New storage table
A particularly ingenious and practical storage table is the one shown here from John Alan’s new range of tables at their showrooms at 75 Parkway, Camden Town, NW1. At first sight, it is simply a handsome coffee table, but three optional inserts make it rather more than that. Drop-in sections have been designed to convert it to a second storage cabinet, home office, or needlework box. Without any of the inserts, the table makes a useful drinks locker or provides space for books or magazines. The table measures 18 inches square by 18 inches high and costs £21.90 (plus 90p packing and postage) in laminated beechwood or £20.00 (plus 90p packing and postage) in rosewood. Interior fittings are extra.

Tokio—Instant impact! This fabulous effect also available in Avocado.

Leon—Decorative tiles now belong in all rooms allowing greater flexibility in planning your decor.

These are just three of the superb collection of exclusive Vitroceramica decorative wall tiles. Available from leading tile specialists or write to us for name of your nearest stockist.

Trident Tiles Limited
TRIDENT HOUSE, NEWLAND STREET
WITHAM, ESSEX. Tel. Rivenhall 4862
Sole U.K. Agents for Vitroceramica.

Chrome-and-glass
Inova Interiors, a new shop at 690 Fulham Road, SW6, specializes in chrome-and-glass furniture, beautifully styled to fit in both modern and traditional settings. They sell a wide range of coffee tables, available with either clear or smoked glass tops, as well as a range of games tables with mirrored and clear chequered design for chess and draughts. There is also a backgammon table in a similar style. Prices range from £26.70 for a table with a plain, clear top, to £37.40 for chequered or smoked.

In our photograph we show luxurious armchairs in hide with chrome base. These are £120.00 each, and make handsome foils for the popular range of coffee tables.

Poster art
Posters are one of the liveliest forms of wall decoration but, surprisingly, are often overlooked. The Belle Époque of poster art came about in the last part of the nineteenth century, and many fine examples of this period can be seen at John Campbell’s Picture Frame shops at 68 Rosslyn Hill, NW3 and 164 Walton Street, SW3. On exhibit are such rare and valuable posters as Paul Bonnard’s “Exposition a Galerie Vollard” and an exquisite poster for “Absinthe Robette” by Privat-Livemont, but there are many others.

Worth a special mention is Paul Berthon, whose posters and lithographs are particularly delightful. We show here “Le Livre de Magda”.

There are smaller lithographs as well as fullscale posters for sale here.

Grown-up toys
Executive toys, as they are called, plus a wide range of gifts and other items from all over the Continent, can be found at Etcetera Gift Boutique, 47 Golders Green Road, London NW11. The three-dimensional chess-set is £5.95 (plus 20p packing and postage); ball light £50.00 (75p packing and postage); tripod candle £31.50 (40p postage and packing); orbit £39.00 (70p post and packing). Other branches are at 37 St John's Wood High Street, London NW8 and 169 Station Road, Edgware, Middx.
Femme de Rochas:

Complimenting a famous perfume—five new harmonizing bath preparations

Foam Bath Cream – Body Cream
Bath Oil – Deodorant
Dusting Powder

PARFUMS ROCHAS — PARIS
The rock hard facts behind flexible Sandtex

Sandtex is more than a superb way of decorating the outside of a house. It is a rock hard investment. Rock hard by the very nature of its constituents. Like mica and the very fine derivatives from granite that give it long-lasting strength and great protective qualities. Like the copolymer resin that binds the whole together and helps give it easy Sandtex brushability.

The unique Sandtex formula provides for everything: gives you complete flexibility, which you need to bridge fine surface cracks.

The pretty face

And Sandtex has a very pretty face. A soft beautiful white or a rich choice of 16 other colours. Architects choose it as much for the beautiful results it gives, as for its protective qualities. Send to the address below and we'll send you by return an explanatory leaflet showing the full colour range. Or ask your local stockist for details.

Not forgetting the Blue Circle

Sandtex is made by the Blue Circle Group, famous for its many building and decorating products.

As a point of fact the Blue Circle have more experience in exterior treatment than any other organisation in Britain.

For further details write to:
Special Products Division,
The Blue Circle Group, Portland House,
Stag Place, London SW1E 5BJ

Sandtex
Blue Circle. Products of experience
Craftsmen-made pine furniture from solid antique wood. Refectory tables at sizes made to order from £67. Hide-seated chairs from £28.

Examples shown from a range of French ceramic tiles available from stock. Tile Mart are stockists of a wide selection of ceramic tiles, both floor and wall, from Italy, Spain, Portugal and England.

For further details please write to:
HEAD OFFICE: 24 BELSHAM STREET, E.9. TEL: 01-985 0666

Everyone is familiar with the Little Mermaid who sits so prettily in Copenhagen Harbour. She is a very apt representation of the Danish way of life. They like things to be as attractive and comfortable as possible. That's why their furniture is world famous for its stylish colourful design.

Our Man in Copenhagen

Pauli Thermann Jensen and his wife Birthe scour Denmark to bring you the very best of this famous furniture. We import their finds and sell exclusively through our own showrooms the largest range of Scandinavian upholstery and dining suites in Britain. That's how we can offer you a dazzling range of the most exciting furniture in the world at amazing prices - some are even lower than in Denmark. The Little Mermaid, the Danes and our customers are all sitting pretty. Come to The Scandinavian Room and let us show you.

the beauty of buying direct

SEND for Pauli Thermann Jensen's NEW 48 PAGE catalogue of the most COLOURFUL furniture in the world

The Story of The Scandinavian Room of Bond Street

4 & 7 WESTMINSTER HOUSE, KEW ROAD, RICHMOND, SURREY. TEL: 01-948 0357/1452

HIGH SIZED PALAMEDES
Supreme elegance with the ultimate in comfort. 6'6' and 7'6' long sofa, chair also available. Dacron filled seat cushions with feather and down side and back cushions. Selective range of fabrics to enhance a varied collection of sofa's and chairs.

Danish
Skalma Chair
Kirsten Lennart Strand
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Our Man in Copenhagen

Pauli Thermann Jensen and his wife Birthe scour Denmark to bring you the very best of this famous furniture. We import their finds and sell exclusively through our own showrooms the largest range of Scandinavian upholstery and dining suites in Britain. That's how we can offer you a dazzling range of the most exciting furniture in the world at amazing prices - some are even lower than in Denmark. The Little Mermaid, the Danes and our customers are all sitting pretty. Come to The Scandinavian Room and let us show you.
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The Story of The Scandinavian Room of Bond Street

4 & 7 WESTMINSTER HOUSE, KEW ROAD, RICHMOND, SURREY. TEL: 01-948 0357/1452

HIGH SIZED PALAMEDES
Supreme elegance with the ultimate in comfort. 6'6' and 7'6' long sofa, chair also available. Dacron filled seat cushions with feather and down side and back cushions. Selective range of fabrics to enhance a varied collection of sofa's and chairs.
Theatrical gifts

The Stanley Hall Shop at 69 George street, Baker Street, London W1, as opened a gift section with such an array of exotic costume and modern jewellery that it is like an Aladdin’s Cave. Decorative jewel boxes, porcelain from Vienna and mandolins, are side by side with discarded song sheets at £5-00, books on the theatre, photograph frames, desk accessories. The new gift shop is linked to the original Stanley Hall shop—well known for its wig creations—by means of a long corridor, it as an art gallery. Here there are designs from theatrical and film reproductions—some for as little as £7-00 each—by leading designers, including Carl Toms, Osbert Lancaster and Irene Sharaff. There is also a remarkable set of designs by Anthony Holland for the last production of Peter Pan.

Our photograph shows the shop window with Victorian, Tudor and Elizabethan models dressed in full period styles.

Heraldic devices

Anyone with an interest in heraldry and coats of arms will want to know more about Mullins of London, 9 New Bond Street, W1, which specializes in reproducing crests and shields, English and Continental. These can be engraved on tankards and goblets to the customer’s specification, or used for blazer badges, armorial doorknobs, car badges, wallets and key-wallets.

If it’s a suit of armour you’re after, however, you can also be fitted here for a made-to-measure Toledo suit which will set you back about £400-00.

The company also undertake to make an initial investigation into one’s family tree for £20-00, although a further search to reveal a legal right to Arms would have to be made by the officer in Waiting at the College of Arms.

We show here a large serving-mat with historical theme, bordered in black, red or blue. The mats cost £7.95 for the set, or £1-40 singly. The Dartington wine-glass, with crest of the Mair family, is £6-85.

Welsh crafts

The Celtic Design Centre, recently opened at 16 Halkin Arcade, Lowndes Street, London SW1, is a spacious and uncluttered shop specializing in Welsh crafts. Here, Graham Amey has assembled a comprehensive collection of glass, pottery, ceramics, hand-woven bedspreads and fabrics. The Centre also shows tables and stools, chairs, room dividers and Welsh dressers in ash or oak, made by Graham Amey himself at his workshops just outside Brecon. The tables cost from £19-00.

Our photograph, shows some of their pottery and tables.

First impressions count...

but there’s more than meets the eye in Christien Sell’s furniture. The versatile “Switch Around” range allows you to change the appearance of your home as often as you change your mind, and with practically the same ease. Storage drawers that double as occasional tables and elegant cushioned seats, cozy settees that transform in seconds to comfortable beds, bunk beds that split to singles, and “Quarter” units that make up into smart and practical combinations.

This is furniture at its best supplied direct from the craftsmen to you. Pages and pages of exciting furniture and Beautiful room settings await you in Christien Sell’s colourful catalogue. In it you will find a whole new world.

Post the coupon for your copy.

All furniture as illustrated has been selected for inclusion in the Design Index.

Name

Address

Christien Sell & Associates Ltd.,
45 Camden Passage, London N1.
For elegance and safety ... choose a kitchen mixer from the OPELLA range of coloured taps for bathrooms and kitchens. Easy to use, easy to clean, always cool to touch. OPELLA mixers have co-axial waterways for maximum safety. Your colour choice ... black with red/blue crosstops, or dove-grey with smoke-grey crosstops, white or sky blue with crystal crosstops, or primrose with topaz crosstops, all with chromium-plated swivel outlets.

OPELLA a Daily Mail 1969 Ideal Home Exhibition Blue Ribbon award winner
Write now for full details of Opella taps:
IMI Opella Ltd., P.O. Box 216, Birmingham B6 7BA

If you think your mattress supports your whole body, take a look inside

Most mattresses look as if they’re supporting you all over.
On the surface.
But it’s a different story inside.
Because a mattress that supports you on springs and wires can never be holding up every inch of your body.

While a Dunlopillo mattress can. It's made from the newest material to be used for mattresses—foam. Every inch of it works to hold up every inch of you. Giving you the kind of continuous, all-over support a conventional mattress could never provide.

Foam can be made firm. Or soft. Or in between.
You’ll find the right firmness for you in our range of twelve models.

A foam mattress airs itself, so it stays fresh, keeps you fresh, and never needs turning.

It’s light, too. So you needn’t break your back when you need to make or move it.

And talking of backs, did you know specialists recommend Dunlopillo foam mattresses for back-sufferers who need a firm bed?

So send for our catalogue and take a close look at the most advanced of modern beds.

(They cost from around £27 to around £155, for sheer luxury)

That is if you want a bed that actually does what it seems to be doing on the surface.

Please send me your new free 36 page colour catalogue with full details about the construction of Dunlopillo beds, and styles, prices and stockists.

NAME
ADDRESS

Dunlopillo Beds, FREEPOST, London W3 6BR

Post to: Dunlopillo Beds, FREEPOST, London W3 6BR

Today, only a foam bed will do

No stamp needed—we pay your postage.

Dunlopillo

Today, only a foam bed will do
SHOPPING IN NEW PLACES

BUYING A CARPET?
WIN A HOOVER IN THE £3,000 TREDAIRE GREAT DEFENDER Competition

(Get one Great Defender and win another)
Enter the £3,000 Tredaire 'Win a Hoover Competition' now.
Put Tredaire luxury underlay under your carpet and you could win a gleaming new Hoover Junior Vacuum Cleaner. We're giving away 100 of them in the Tredaire 'Win a Hoover Competition'. Tredaire is the deep, waffled, foam-rubber underlay that's shock-proof, damp-proof, and super luxurious to live with. Uniroyal guarantee Tredaire for life and it can actually double the life of your carpets.
Which is why we call Tredaire The Great Defender.
Now's your chance to buy it and win another, a super new Hoover which, like Tredaire, will also care for and preserve the life of your carpets.
Get a competition leaflet now from your Tredaire stockist or carpet store. But hurry. The opportunity of acquiring two Great Defenders is too good to miss; competition closes 30th Sept. 1972.

TREDAIRE LUXURY CARPET UNDERLAY THE GREAT DEFENDER by UNIROYAL

Hand-made and hand-painted
A delightful shop has been opened by Jemma Addinsel and Belinda Aston James at the Incredible Department Store, 94a Brompton Road, SW3. Hand-made merchandise includes a mass of cushions, with covers ranging from patchwork and crochets to exotically coloured plain silks, unusual coverlets, lots of fluffy toys, pottery, paintings, enamel jewellery, lamps and lampshades. And if you can't find what you want, almost anything can be made to order. Especially attractive are the chairs and other small items of furniture which are hand-painted in a variety of designs and patterns. These can, of course, be painted to customers' own designs.
In our picture we show a child's hand-painted chair at £10-50; a black-and-white sag bag cushion at about £22-00; the crochet cushion is £6-25; and crochet shawls from £5-00 to £10-00.

New furniture system
Million Interiors have designed a completely new system of furniture and accessories, on display in their showroom at 835 Fulham Road, London SW6. A 36-inch coffee table costs £31-19; dining-tables from about £46-50 and a four-poster bed, with mattress, 6 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 6 inches, £90-31. They will also have an exhibition of limited edition prints by Nicholas Dimbleby.

Paintings, sketches, prints
The French Picture shop, recently opened at 49 Hugh Street, London SW1, has a fascinating collection of early twentieth-century paintings, sketches and prints. Originally from a French gallery in Paris, the collection includes signed limited editions, as well as numerous unframed landscapes, all at prices under £30-00. We show one of these in our photograph.

In Southampton, too
After his well-earned success of his kitchen shop in Bath, Mr Sims has now opened a new shop on exactly the same lines in Southampton. Called Solent Kitchens, it is at 106a East Street, Southampton, and stocks an equally comprehensive range of kitchenware. Amongst the comprehensive range of kitchenware we saw here was a mandolin, simple to clean and well designed with precision blades. It comes complete with chipping and slicing attachment, and can be used for celery, carrot, cucumber, apple and so on, as well as for chipped potatoes.
This cottage has a Dual personality

When the Bowrings moved into 'The Willows' it was an old farm cottage no farmer would live in today.

Peter and Anne got to work and after six months of rebuilding and decoration they had a home to be proud of.

Mind, there's still a lot to do. So Anne doesn't waste any time when she's cleaning and polishing. She uses Dual.

Because Dual gives Anne brilliantly clean, shining, non-slip floors in half the time, with half the effort.

Dual helps Anne develop her home's dual personality. It could save time and effort for you, too.

Dual. Shines the floors you usually just clean.
What is Vanity Flair?

It's knowing that you could replace your washbasins with Vanitory units by Ellis - much prettier, and a lot more practical for the bathroom, bedroom or cloakroom. And it's knowing about the many styles of Ellis Vanitory unit; the choice of bowls, the multitude of FORMICA decorative laminate tops.

CHECK YOUR OWN VANITY FLAIR
Send for our FREE "vanity flair" catalogue/kit.

Vanitory unit catalogue/kit. It has hosts of ideas on "vanity flair". But that's not all; with the "plan-it-yourself" section, you can try out bowls with tops with units with walls until you have the vanity look you want.

Please write in soon, though, because the supply is limited and you'll use the catalogue/kit again and again. Partner Ellis with Formica and you have "vanity flair".

What is Flair?

To: J. T. Ellis & Co. Ltd., Wakefield Road, Huddersfield, Yorkshire.
Please send me your FREE "vanity flair" catalogue/kit.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________

"FORMICA" and "Vanitory" are registered trademarks of Formica International Ltd.

BENJAMIN BRITTEN directs the new Decca recording of Bach's St John Passion (SET351-3). Arguably this is the most involving of all available versions, mainly because it is sung in English, in a translation by Imogen Holst and Peter Pears.

In a way, this is Pears' triumph, for although one is aware of the recorded performance as a corporate thing, Pears is largely responsible for its emotional character. Paradoxically, without being distracted at any time from the essence of what he is narrating, one nevertheless has time to assimilate, and marvel at, the artistry with which he sings and at the control of his voice.

Amongst the soloists - John Shirley-Quirk, Heather Harper, Alfreda Hodgson, Robert Tear - John Shirley-Quirk must be singled out for the perfection of his bass arioso 'with fearful joy consider'. And, as Jesus, Gwynne Howell becomes progressively satisfying (to begin with he does not convey, to me, the dramatic situation). I was sorry that Miss Harper's diction in the delightful aria 'I will follow thee' was unclear, possibly because the tempo is rather brisk; in any case, it is difficult to forget the wholly delightful timbres of transverse flutes and bass soprano in the Das Alte Werk set.

The choirs there were the Wiener Sängerknaben and the Chorus Vienne­nessis (former members of the Vienna Boys' Choir). Similarly, Britten uses male voices only - the Wandesworth School Boys' Choir - at best in the chorale with fugal writing 'We have an ancient law'. Britten uses the English Chamber Orchestra, and a mixed continuo of harpsichord (Philip Ledger), organ, cello, and bass.

The only real disappointment for me came with the penultimate chorus, which is rich and lacks the heart-break quality implicit in, say, Jochum's recording. But, in spite of my inclination to the greater beauty of the German language, this is an altogether moving performance and I am convinced that engagement is maximized by the use of a translation. Decca have obtained a wonderful spaciousness in their Maltings recording, and the finished pressings are immaculate. (The only blot in presentation is the unattractive interspersing of close-ups from the Sutherland Crucifixion used for the album-front in the booklet of texts and brief notes.)

Deutsche Grammophon have provided a highly impressive disc of Mozart Piano Sonatas (2530 234), drawn from the complete set recorded by Christoph Eschenbach, comprising the A minor K310, the C major 'oeuvre facile' K345, and the C minor Sonata K457 - though without the usual accompanying Fantasy.

Eschenbach is a highly self­conscious player, but he is not afraid to give dramatic readings, and his refinement of technique is quite formidable. The sleeve-note inevitably compares K57 with Beethoven's Sonata Pathétique, but Eschenbach's left-hand trills in the first­movement development section of the A minor Sonata have a more telling Hammerklavier quality. Incidentally, he gives us all the marked repeats, and although K310 is well served on records by Lipatti, Brendel, and Ashkenazy, Eschenbach's is certainly compelling. Strongly recommended.

Karajan's HMV set of Mozart's last six symphonies was perhaps controversial. Far less so, and I believe offering outstanding value, is a compendium of the five Wind Concertos and the Sinfonia Concertante K297b (SL8817). We had the opportunity in May to hear live the soloists of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra featured here, using different players in each work.

We hear, for example, the contrast­ings characteristics of flautists James Galway (Belfast-born) and the young Swiss Andreas Bleu, who take leads in those London concert performances of Beethoven's Sixth and the Stravinsky Rite, respectively.

Everything is perhaps predictably euphonious and smooth but, except in the case of the Oboe Concerto, where I prefer Holland on Philips, I cannot think of alternatives which would offer such warm satisfaction. The recordings are fully acceptable, if not ideally fresh.

It is good to see that Arturo Michelangeli has been persuaded to make some recordings again. His Chopin recital is something to wonder at; so consummate in technical and in musical perception. Rather like a piano recital, Michelangeli's programme couple a group of ten Mazurkas with a sequence including the G minor Ballade and the B flat minor Scherzo (DGG 2530 236). It would not be high flown to summarize this as the playing of a genius.
Anyone crazy enough to give a guarantee like this deserves to have his set examined.

Most TV manufacturers give you some form of guarantee. Like a parts warranty for 1 year. But Hitachi guarantee all their parts for two years, tube included, and in addition you get free labour for the first year. That's because we want you to have good service without paying for it. Nobody else gives you this guarantee.

So how crazy are we? Crazy enough to be supremely self-confident. And Hitachi can afford to be confident because they make Britain's most desirable colour TV's. Desirable because they're the most reliable. Hitachi were among the first to realise the principle of better circuitry, better picture. That's why Hitachi sets operate on PAL transmission system, universally acknowledged as the circuitry which gives the clearest picture definition and superior colour quality.

And there are some sophisticated innovations for perfectionists. By adjusting our tint control, you can achieve the most natural colour mix, especially in flesh tones. Our instant sound and vision switch means you won't have to read 'War and Peace' while you wait for the set to warm up.

Now you've examined our set. You're convinced it works and our guarantee convinces you it will continue to work. There's only one thing left to ask yourself. Can you live with it? For a start, there's a range of three sets to choose from, the 19" model and if your tastes are on the smaller side the 17" and 15" models. Besides the benefits common to all Hitachi sets, the portable 15" is complete with carrying handle and aerial so you can watch colour TV anywhere in the house.

But all our TV's are good to look at in more ways than one. Hitachi cabinets are elegantly styled in a contemporary design, finished in rich grained wood. So how crazy are we? Examine your nearest Hitachi dealer.

15" tubed model - Approximate picture size 34.9 cm (diagonal measurement) £203. 17" tubed model - Approximate picture size 41.3 cm (diagonal measurement) £213.
19" tubed model - Approximate picture size 46.7 cm (diagonal measurement) £233. Recommended retail prices.
This cool customer knows a great British Ceramic Tile when she sees it. Because you just can't beat a tile for creating a mood that lifts the heart and stands the test of time. Yet it's only one of dozens of glorious patterns in a breathtaking range of fashion colours. At one time, like the earth, all tiles were flat.

Now, you've a choice of sparkling reliefs and textures too. All of them fresh and fadeless, easy to clean, the sworn enemy of dust, dirt and grease. And while you're filling in the coupon for the free 'Tile Style' compendium of patterns and colours from the leading makers, think what 'Tile Style' could mean in adding to the value of your home.

Nothing does the job so well as British Ceramic Tiles.

British Ceramic Tile Council
Federation House
Stoke-on-Trent ST4 2RU
Telephone: 0782 45147

Members
H. & R. Johnson-Richards Tiles Limited
Wall and Floor Tile Division: H. & R. Johnson Limited
Special Effects Division: Malkin Johnson Tiles

Pilkington’s + Carter
Pilkington’s Tiles Limited and Carter Tiles.

Daniel Platt and Sons Ltd.
George Woolliscroft and Son Limited

To The British Ceramic Tile Council, Federation House, Stoke-on-Trent. Surprise me with the latest Tile Style designs and colours.

NAME
ADDRESS

The British Ceramic Tile Council recommends the use of Building Adhesives products for fixing their Members' tiles.
Marina by Yale offers you a new, complete suite of bathroom furniture, styled in cool anodised aluminium, trimmed in white. It’s beautiful. And matching. From tissue dispenser to towel rail, its design is consistently appealing. See what you can do starting with just one shelf! Buy as the fancy takes you, gradually building up a complete suite. You’ll find one Marina item is a perfect match for the next. And the price? That’s perfect too.

See Marina for yourself. At leading department and hardware stores. Or write to us for free colour brochure and name of your nearest stockist.

Yale Security Products, Willenhall WV13 1LA. Tel: (0902) 66911.

KEEP THE GARDEN IN TRIM

BY PETER RUSSELL

KEEP THE garden in good order by regular attention to dead-heading amongst flowering plants. And check that there are no plants, here and there, in need of supplementary support to see them through to their finale. Keep a special eye open for listing gladioli. If they are allowed to lean too far, too long, spikes become twisted and crooked. In this condition, they provide poor decoration for the garden and not much better for the house. See to watering, if there is insufficient rain. Once plants have hardened and dried, their display tapers off quickly.

Whilst dead-heading amongst roses is certainly important, go one better by shortening flowered stems, when this obviously appears a good thing. Some growths are clearly not going to throw more blossoms from their upper regions and these are the ones to be taken back by something like a third; though this may vary. New shoots will soon arise and bear flowers.

At the end of July, turn attention to the side-growths of wisteria, which have been made this year. Shorten these back to about six inches, as this process helps the build-up of flowering spurs, which should be laden next summer.

Plant winter cabbages, Savoys, broccoli, cauliflower, kale and leeks. Sow turnips for store, spinach beet, Hungry Gap kale, parsnips, an early carrot variety, such as Early Nantes, put in a last row or two of dwarf beans—The Prince, for example—and sow all-important lettuces for succession.

As August arrives, keep the dead-heading going even more. Remember, especially, sweet peas. Freed from spent stems, those oncoming will have the chance to be as long and straight as possible.

Keep beans well picked. In this way, you will enjoy them whilst they remain tender and encourage those newly-developing. Sow spring cabbage, onions for planting out next spring, onions for pulling green—White Lisbon—turnips for tops, winter radish and giant, prickly-leaved spinach.

Put secateurs to work in the fruit garden, ridding raspberries of every spent cane. Cropped, canes become steadily dried and useless, so prune them right out at the bottom, leaving all clear for the eager development of the new canes, which will fruit next summer.

Hedges should be clipped and shaped this month. Beeh and hornbeam attractively retain their leaves which brown as autumn comes—if clipped during August. This is also the time, of course, for attending to evergreen hedges. In all cases, be sure to shape hedges narrower at the top than at the bottom. Wedge-shaped, they will stand firm and well-furnished. And what is more, they will remain compact during snowfall. There will be practically no tendency to splay open, as many hedges will under weight of snow.

Rambler roses should be freed from flowered growth. Cut it right out at source. As with raspberries, the new growth made during the current season will have every chance of prospering, uncluttered. Being careful not to snap off brittle tips, tie in the new growths. Some of the old growth, pruned out, will make excellent cuttings should you wish to do a little propagation. Pieces cut to about a foot in length, trimmed just above a joint at the top and just below a joint at the bottom are about right. Find a semi-shady spot in a border and push the cuttings in to something like a third of their length. And if a little sand is first worked into the striking area, then when the cuttings are pushed in, they will thrive all the more.

Cordless electric shrub trimmer, by Wilkinson Sword, about £24.50

Yale Security Products
& Systems
Yale is a registered trademark of Eaton Corporation
From the makers of Britain's finest cigarettes.

TV ICCADILLY FILTE

A long moment of pleasure.

iccadilly King Size

EVERY PACKET CARRIES A GOVERNMENT HEALTH WARNING

A long moment of pleasure.

Piccadilly King Size

30p

EVERY PACKET CARRIES A GOVERNMENT HEALTH WARNING
New to Great Britain!
A comfortable kitchen that's well within your reach

The really perfect kitchen is the complete kitchen, fitted and designed to your own specification and incorporating all the necessary aids and appliances for modern living.

The Beekay Bauknecht is the perfect kitchen—even 'dead corners' are utilised effectively. Units and cabinets aren't just cupboards but offer pull out storage basket, food slicer, towel drying unit, utility drawer, extractor fan and so on—all built into an efficient working area, reducing movement and fatigue to a minimum. Well designed and manufactured, a Beekay complete kitchen will last a lifetime without dating.

Additional extras include refrigerators, split level cookers, dishwashers, fully automatic washing machines and freezers.

Delivery is another important factor. A kitchen constructed from our Stilform Range or Werkform Range can be ready for delivery to you in as little as two to three weeks and our Exclusive Range will take only a little longer.

See for yourself how easy it is to have a complete kitchen, made for you by Beekay Bauknecht who are one of the leading manufacturers of kitchen equipment in Europe. Visit our nearest stockist and discuss it with him. Or write to us for further details at Beekay Bauknecht, 82-106 Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

The Beekay Bauknecht Complete Kitchen

There's more to a kitchen than cupboards
First came the feather bed.

Then the spring.

Now we live in different times

all 'bagotbeds' supplied with

Dunlopillo

BUNK BEDS from £59

PINE SLATTED BEDS singles from £25 doubles £40

1 Comfort

Velvetfoam mattresses and pillows give a new foam comfort and hygiene at a price within the reach of all. Millions of inter-connected air bubbles give gentle but firm support, yielding to the shape and weight of the body.

Velvetfoam mattresses and pillows are self-ventilating breathing fresh air to every point where support is needed. You sleep on a bed that breathes—a bed of fresh air.

Please send me FREE brochure

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ________________________
Fine Louis XV style suite.
Walnut finish.
Dralon or Orion cover.
One of a wide range.

How to take a shower!

First take an Alflow shower unit—you can buy one from your local electrical or hardware store—and you will soon have instant hot showers in your home. Alflow shower units are economical too; only using electricity whilst the shower is actually in use. And remember that with the efficient Alflow unit a luxurious hot shower will cost you far less than an old-fashioned bath. Talk Alflow to your retailer soon or send for a free colour brochure from:

Alflow Works, Dept. HGL, Pleasant Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.

Come and be surprised at the amount of craftsmen made pine and cane furniture at

Abode,
781 Fulham Road,
Tel. 01-736 3161

Illustrated
Welsh Dresser 53" Wide
£89-50
Cane hanging chair, £28-00
Cane rocking chair, £20-00
These are a few of the enormous ranges that we stock

Your Penguin swimming pool will be as good as new in ten years' time.

When you invest in a pool you must look ahead to the day you decide to sell the property. For that pool must be good as new in the eye of the prospective buyer. With Penguin you can be sure your pool will last, because we give you a ten-year structural guarantee. How can we be sure? Because we have invented and patented a method of construction that gives greater density and immense strength.

Our national network of Penguin Area Offices is ready to advise you. Please send now for full details.

PENGUIN SWIMMING POOLS LTD
Galleywood, Chelmsford, CM2 8LD. Telephone: Stock 711

Pool perfection!
THE Thermor EXTRACTAIR CANOPY

The infallible method to rid your kitchen and home of obnoxious, unhealthy decor destructive smells, steam and grease vapours. Neat and space saving in size, the secret of the high extraction rate of the EXTRACTAIR lies in its turbine type nylon impeller. Performance does not vary—no filter or chemical element to become clogged or saturated. Outlet through wall or via duct or disused chimney.

Economic to purchase—note and compare price of £16-53 (incl. Tax).

Send for full details to THERMOR, Madison House, Molesey Avenue, East Molesey, Surrey.

Tel: 01-979 4461

To Thermor, Madison House, Molesey Avenue, East Molesey, Surrey. Please send free brochure of the EXTRACTAIR CANOPY and Window Fans.

Name
Address

HIGH-TEMPERATURE HARDWARE

Split-level oven, No 6760, and hob unit, No 6759, by English Electric, can be built into kitchen fittings. Hob, £48-95, oven £74-95. To order from LEB showrooms

‘President’ double oven, Model 2556, by Tricity, with glass control facia, £83 95. From LEB showrooms

Glass ceramic cooker, No 6440 by GBC is non-porous, tough and easy to clean. With four heating elements which give even heat in cooking areas. About £240-00 (including a set of pans), to order, from LEB showrooms

Carron ‘Capri’ with griddle to the right of hot-plates, £156-50. From LEB showrooms

Creda 4-radiant ring hob unit and Creda-plan oven. Oven, £71-00, hob £48-00. From LEB showrooms

"George decides to build a swimming pool"

YOU TOO CAN AFFORD A CAPITAL POOL

It's a permanent in-the-ground pool complete with all accessories and fittings and at a price you can afford. Whether you do-it-yourself or sub-contract, you save hundreds of pounds in the CAPITAL way. A CAPITAL pool can more than repay itself on the resale value of your house. A CAPITAL pool is an excellent investment you and your family can enjoy.

Send now for FREE full colour brochure and catalogue.

Name
Address

H&G
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“Now you can protect all your outdoor plants against the insect pests that attack your garden”

With the weather at its warmest now, you’ll be looking for a really lovely show in your garden. But those wretched insect pests are thriving too, so you’ll want Gesal Plant Spray protection more than ever. It’s the only insecticide I know that protects all your outdoor plants against those harmful insects.

That’s why my advice now is simply: keep watching. At the very first sign of insect attack, see them off with Gesal Plant Spray. Just a light spraying will do it, and the sooner the better.

“Gesal Plant Spray is the only one you can safely use to protect all your plants — and that goes for fruit trees and soft fruits, and vegetables, too — against those pests with their nasty names like aphids, sawflies and thrips.

“And here’s a tip: insect pests may do little damage that shows on your hedges and shrubs, but that’s where infestations often start. So when you’re giving your roses and other plants their Gesal Plant Spray protection — keep a sharp lookout all round.”

Gesal Plant Spray is absolutely safe to use on all your garden plants, fruits and vegetables — it does not stain or taint in any way.

Dr. Gesal helps you make everything in your garden lovely
Allibert — pretty clever bathroom cabinets

...worth looking into

Every bathroom needs a cabinet. Somewhere to keep things tidy, to end bathroom clutter and store things safely away from tiny inquisitive fingers. Most bathrooms have a cabinet — few are things of beauty.

Allibert have changed all that. Allibert cabinets not only look pretty, but keep on looking pretty, year after year, without painting.

But that's only the start! Sectioned drawers to help you see where everything is, lockable medicine cabinets, inner containers for make-up, three mirrored doors and a magnifying mirror for close-up work, strip lighting, razor sockets, magnetic door catches...

Prices start at £4.95, and there is a full range of matching accessories and a choice of finishes to suit every bathroom decor. See them in the better department stores and builders merchants, or send the coupon for free, full-colour literature and name of nearest stockists.

Please send me without obligation free catalogue and name of nearest stockist.

High-Temperature Hardware

Built-in oven No F68G with electric clock and spit, £99.00, and gas range top hob with four flame burners and electric ignition, No T65G, £47.00. Both by Scholtes from Advance Domestic Appliances, 18 Berners Street, London W1

Built-in self-cleaning oven No MSC 18 by Thermador, £290.00. REA Bott, 28 Wigmore Street, W1

'1100' natural gas cooker by Parkinson Cowan, about £56.00, from Gas Board showrooms

'Simmerset' hotplate taps on the Parkinson Cowan 1100 gas cooker, giving really accurate flame control. About £56.00, Gas Board showrooms

View of the burners on the Leisure Five star Auto gas cooker. North Thames Gas Board showrooms

'Fiesta 24' cooker by Moffat, £130.00. With double-glazed window, stay-clean oven. LEB showrooms
CREATE A KITCHEN as you want it with SOLARBO'S NEW LINK-A-FRAME. So simple, so adaptable and SO ECONOMICAL.

For a beautiful natural pine kitchen the DORIC RANGE has louvre or fielded panel doors (as illustrated). For those who want colour, but colour you can change, the FORUM RANGE has replaceable cushion-panels in a choice of seven scintillating textured vinyls in pine surrounds.

Interiors are double vinyl-faced wipe clean shelves and floors, and a choice of drawers and basket arrangements.

Sink units and work tops in a full range of colours. Hob units, oven housing and a new matching 4-drawer unit.

See it all in our eight-page full colour brochure. SOLARBO’S SPECIALITY IS PINE "YOU CAN'T BUY OUR QUALITY CHEAPER!"

**Solarbo Luxurious Fitted Cupboards**

These beautiful cupboards can be adapted to fit any desired space. Choose elegant louvre doors to harmonise with any decor or to achieve an individual touch use up-to-the-minute Vari-panel — the door with removable panels. Just imagine doors with panels covered in matching curtain material or wallpaper.

Interior fitments provide adjustable shelves, baskets or drawers in various combinations to suit individual needs.

ALSO UK's LARGEST RANGE OF PINE LOUVRE DOORS. Only Solarbo make louvre doors with open or closed slats in any height up to 7' 6" in nine standard widths — ideal for internal doors, cupboards, and room dividers, etc., etc.

"YOU CAN'T BUY OUR QUALITY CHEAPER!"

**Solarbo Superb 'Sliding Wall' Wardrobes**

Doors come ASSEMBLED and EXACTLY FIT any space in height and width. GOOD LOOKING and TOP QUALITY too with NEW WHITE VINYL linen weave real natural wood veneers or primed ready for further decoration.

The best sliding door gear in the world with super smooth action, can't jam or jump the tracks and automatically adjusts to uneven floors.

Fix the top and bottom tracks, hang on the doors and there's a wardrobe— AT LOWER COST THAN EVER BEFORE.

Luxury interior fitments include rails, shelves, drawers or baskets in various combinations.

SUPERBLY ECONOMICAL SUPERBLY SIMPLE SUPERBLY EFFICIENT "YOU CAN'T BUY OUR QUALITY CHEAPER!"

For economy we sell only direct to the customer through our brochure.

All our products are designed and manufactured by us for direct sale only to you — the customer.

SOLARBO FITMENTS LIMITED PO Box 6 Commerce Way, Lancing, Sussex. Telephone Lancing 63451 (7 lines)

Name: 
Address: 

SOLARBO'S SPECIALITY IS PINE • YOU CAN'T BUY OUR QUALITY CHEAPER!"
FRENCH FABRIC Filled Tara Settees. Beech frame, sprung base, thick padding, shepherd castors. Chair 30" W £59-50. 2 seat as illustrated 44" W £79-50 seat 72" W £99-50. All 36" deep zips 62p per cushion extra. 15 colours. Table 30" x 30" x 14" H. White formica top £16-25.

FEATHER Filled Tara Settees. Beech stained in colours, red, blue, green or natural with sealed semi-matt finish. Or as illustrated in white melamine. Table 44" round extends to 44" x 65" oval, £33. Matching chairs with red, blue or green check seats £9-50 each.

KNOTTY PINE RANGE. All solid pine hand made. Welsh dresser overall size 6' 6" high, 42" wide. Base 36" high, 21" deep. Sealed with 4 coats of polyurethane. £47. Unsealed £44. Sideboard right hand cupboard fitted with cutlery drawer. 61" long, 20" deep, 30" high. Sealed with 4 coats polyurethane £35-75. Stool 27" £3-95. -Finish solid pine table with two benches "Special Price" £37 complete. Table 29" high. Top 29½" x 51½" £19-50. Bench 51½" long £9-75 each. All sealed stain resistant finish.

Knoll PINE RANGE. All solid pine hand made. Welsh dresser overall size 6' 6" high, 42" wide. Base 36" high, 21" deep. Sealed with 4 coats of polyurethane. £47. Unsealed £44. Sideboard right hand cupboard fitted with cutlery drawer. 61" long, 20" deep, 30" high. Sealed with 4 coats polyurethane £35-75. Stool 27" £3-95. Finish solid pine table with two benches "Special Price" £37 complete. Table 29" high. Top 29½" x 51½" £19-50. Bench 51½" long £9-75 each. All sealed stain resistant finish.

ITALIAN HIGH BACK CHAIR IN BLACK OR WHITE WITH RUSH STRING SEATS £4-95. FINNISH GATELEG TABLE ULTRA SLIM. ONLY 4½" WIDE WHEN CLOSED. OPENS TO 52" x 35" OVAL 28" HIGH; WHITE MELAMINE FINISH £25, PINE WITH SEALED FINISH £27.

DANISH SWIVELS. Large comfortable chairs in heavy tweed material of high quality. Orange, gold, dark brown. Thames green, dark green, natural, red, dark blue or black imitation hide. All cushions unzipped for cleaning. Mounted on polished chrome swivel base. All at £29-95. Matching footstools £10-95.

POétique INTERIORS
BRITAIN'S LEADING MODERN FURNITURE IMPORTERS

Colonial Style Furniture in brown, red, green stained beech, sealed with a hard semi-matt coating. Also natural beech. Table 43½" round extends to 57" x 43½" oval, £33. Chairs £8-95 each.


Post & Packing: Table 50p, Chair 25p each.

Post & Packing: Chair 15p, Table 50p.

Post & Packing: Table 50p, Chairs 25p each.

Post & Packing: Table 50p, Chairs 25p each.

Post & Packing: 50p each piece.

Post & Packing: 50p.

Post & Packing: Bench 25p, Table 50p.


Post & Packing: Chair 25p, Table 30p.

Post & Packing: Chair £1-50, 2-seat £2-50, 3-seat £3-50.

Post & Packing: Chair £1-50, Table 50p.

VOGUE INTERIORS
SHOWROOMS AT
157 Clarence Street,
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey
01-549 4348

Write for Colour Catalogue on our large range of imports to:
Cash & Carry Showroom & Warehouse,
Vogue House (opposite Firestone Tyres),
Great West Road, Brentford, Middx
01-568 0943 01-560 0647
Take the first step towards a brighter home. By filling in the coupon and finding out about Solair. The most advanced sliding doors of their kind.

From Hillaldam Coburn. Solair are patio doors. Designed to allow in maximum sunlight. But at the same time, keeping out the bad weather (and keeping in the warmth if you choose double glazing).

They come in 20 different standard sizes from stock or made to your own measurements. From as little as £78. A light price for a bright new home.

Hillaldam Coburn Ltd - the sliding door people

Red Lion Road, Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey.
Tel: 01-397 5151

Please send me the Solair brochure and the name of my nearest Builders Merchant where I can see a Solair door demonstrated.

Name

Address

Cut out the coupon and let in the light
The LUXURY of LEATHER

WADE UPHOLSTERY

Live with it—the rich look and feel of real leather. "PEGASUS" LEATHER.

Relax in the superb comfort of Terylene foam cushions, and savour the slight—the very slight—leather smell that spells "home"... like hot buttered toast, or freshly cut grass. Consider at leisure the 50 year old traditions of Wades—creators of upholstery that is handmade throughout... then come along and try real luxury for yourself, at

BONDS
OF NORWICH

Over 60 Departments of GOOD Shopping
All Saints Green, Norwich NOR 15A. Tel: 23166 (6 lines)
HIGH FASHION COMES TO CURTAIN TRACKS!

In pure white plastic, plain or fancy.

SUPER CREST
Plastic curtain rail used to be just plastic curtain rail. But now there's Super Crest—richly decorated with a gold Greek key motif. As splendid as it is simple. You can use Super Crest two ways: with the one piece Harrison glidehooks holding the curtain level with the track, so that when your curtains are closed the track is invisible. Open them and—Eureka!—Greek classicism lives again.

Or, you can use Super Crest with your curtains suspended beneath the track, adding gleaming gold Finials at either end, and Glider Trims—snap-on gold covers—to the glidehooks.

SUPER WHITE
Here's an elegant new white plastic curtain track that goes anywhere. Perfectly partnered by Harrison glidehooks, there's no need for pelmets, of course. Super White keeps all fittings hidden from view, revealing only a classically plain white strip when your curtains are open. But if you want to keep your pelmets—well, Super White works just as well in the dark.

And a matching outfit in aristocratic gold!

SUPER DRAPE
Super Drape, made from gold anodised aluminium, recreates the gilded elegance of a bygone age in materials as modern as next year's hem line. When you add Finials and Glider Trims for the finishing touches, the golden fashion theme is complete.

A real aristotrack! Use Super Drape with elegant pinch pleats. Or use it with the glidehooks holding the curtain heading above the track. Whichever way you choose, Super Drape styles curtains to high fashion elegance.

Want to know more about these High Fashion Supertracks? Just fill in the coupon and we'll send you a colour brochure that shows you how good they'll look in your home.

HARRISON SUPERTRACKS
Converting your loft?

Velux Roof Windows are the ideal way of bringing daylight and ventilation to the roof space. More efficient and less costly than dormer windows. Send for details now...

VELUX ROOF WINDOWS

VELUX LTD., Gunels Wood Rd., Stevenage, Herts.
Please send me free details and price list
Name
Address
H.8

Planning to have a swimming pool?

JETSTREAM will give it a big new dimension

With a JETSTREAM unit in the side of your pool you can swim "for miles" without turning. JETSTREAM takes water from the pool and returns it through a nozzle, setting up an exhilarating current which you can adjust to balance your own swimming power. Great fun—fine exercise. The swivelling nozzle and a hose let you benefit from stimulating massage, too. JETSTREAM—so popular on the Continent—gives your pool a big new dimension. Write for literature. Dept. HG7

New Haden Pumps Limited, CHEADLE ST10 2NW, Staffordshire. Tel: 05384 2351 Telex: 30142

BOLDING DESIGNED & PLANNED BATHROOMS

Bolding's are known specialists for Bathroom design ranging from the elaborate luxury to the purely functional, but nevertheless attractive, installation at a most reasonable cost.

We welcome a visit to our Mayfair showroom, where a variety of Bathroom settings and an extensive range of sanitary fittings are displayed. Fully experienced staff, assisted by our studio, are able to discuss and advise on the preparation of schemes to suit individual tastes.

Enquiries to: John Bolding & Sons Ltd.
Showrooms: 58 Davies Street, London W1Y 28J
Tel: 01-629 6617
"It's like playing records with you as the star"

"You know, my new Lowrey electronic organ really is a fabulous piece of home entertainment equipment. I've never had so much fun.

"And I always thought I was the world's worst musician. I even have trouble with a comb and paper. But playing a Lowrey is just about as easy as putting on an LP. Press a few buttons, flick a tab or two. Now I can make my own music. It's fantastic. Much more exciting than just listening to records. I can star in my own musical spectacular.

"It's true. Look, I'll show you. What would you like to hear? Bach's Fugue in E Minor? Steady on, I'm not that good yet. What about 'Moonlight Serenade'?"

"The first thing we need is a spot of rhythm. That's automatic. All you do is press a button. Sounds great already, doesn't it? Now some automatic bass. See how easy it is? I just play the melody now. One finger, but it sounds really professional. Listen. That's a French horn. And that's a flute. There are loads more. You just flick the tabs.

"Of course it's marvellous! That's what I told you. A Lowrey's so versatile you can do almost anything. Come on, you try it. You'll amaze yourself how talented you are."

A Lowrey electronic organ is the most fascinating home entertainment. Just hear one and you will never be satisfied with anything else. Most models have automatic rhythm. Others also have built-in cassette recorders so you can tape and hear your own playing. But they all have that unique Lowrey sound. There are 15 exciting new models from which to choose and prices start from as little as £259.
Simply Beautiful
Lloyd Ferguson acrylic creations for the home. See them at any store that sells beautiful things: Heals, Peter Jones, John Lewis, Army & Navy Stores, Lillywhites, Fenwicks of Newcastle, GT&C of Sloane Square. Or telephone us for the name of your nearest stockist.

Oval effects box £4.90
LP storage £5.50
Display holder 5 sizes from 68p
Effects box £4.65
Stern vase £1.25
Magazine rack £3.75

Lloyd Ferguson acrylics
Ferguson Formdesigns Ltd, 174 London Road, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01-549 1266

Building Know-How

Fanless convектор radiator
Anyone who is planning to install a central heating system which uses a hot water boiler should not accept without question the radiators suggested by the heating contractor. The cheapest to buy aren't necessarily going to give you the cheapest running costs or the most comfortable heating. One should remember to ask about performance, size and appearance. The Scandinavian and Continental countries are very enthusiastic about 'radiators' which are in fact convector units—not the fan-assisted convectors with which we are more familiar, but natural convectors. The 'Eurovec' is a version which has recently become available in this country. Convection—the movement of warm air—is achieved by setting finned pipes inside a steel casing. The case itself never gets hot in the way a conventional radiator does, making it not only safer where there are toddlers about but possible to paper or paint the face without fear of discolouration. The gentle and soundless air movement spreads the heat throughout the room and because it needs only a quarter of the water content of traditional systems, a very fast warm up from cold can be achieved. On average the convectors take up only two-fifths of the wall area which would be occupied by a conventional single-panel radiator of equivalent output. The cases come ready-painted in stove enamel dove grey, are equipped with dampers and a simple operative switch.

More details from the importers, ITT Reznor, ITT Industries Ltd, Barnfield Road, Park Farm Road, Folkestone, Kent.

Household access tower
If you live in the country and have a lot of garden space and outhouses, you are likely to have a considerable amount of maintenance work always on hand, such as pruning, spraying and picking fruit, re-painting, cleaning out gutters and so on. One way of simplifying such jobs is to use the sort of scaffolding which provides a platform big enough for someone to work, plus tools or paints, without the most vertigo-prone person feeling nervous. To meet such a need, Youngman have produced a series of household access towers made of lightweight steel that can be set on castors for easy movement. All parts are galvanized to prevent rusting, chipping and flaking. Decking boards provide a floor and guard rails ensure safety and confidence. All the pieces slot into place; no nuts and bolts are necessary. When not in use, the framing can be assembled to provide a splendid climbing frame for children, a work bench or be simply dismantled and stowed away in a cupboard.

There are three Basic Easi-Build tower kits with platform heights of 10 feet, 12 feet 6 inches and 15 feet respectively. You simply add your own height with arm stretched upwards to decide which is the right tower to meet your needs. The Easi-Build Super Kit gives total access, continued on page 50

Imagine your home with Marsland sliding doors

- Leading to a patio
- Opening up your pool house
- In a luxury home extension
- Adding beauty to your lounge

The open-air spaciousness and sheer pleasure of Marsland 'Stenmar' aluminium sliding doors has to be experienced to be appreciated. Your house and garden become more exciting, more attractive, more fun. Marsland sliding doors can be supplied in any size you need, single or double glazed. Despite being the finest made in Britain, they cost remarkably little to buy, and can easily be installed at a very reasonable cost.

So send the coupon. Open up your home with Marsland sliding doors.

Please rush me your brochure on aluminium sliding doors.
Name
Address
Telephone No.

Marsland & Company Limited
Stenmar Works, Edenbridge, Kent. Telephone: Edenbridge 2501

HOUSE & GARDEN
Now you've got your colour set, which black and white one will you choose?

What happens if you want to watch the news, your wife wants to bully the butler publicly, and the children can only be kept quiet with Z Cars? Well, if Hitachi's already putting some colour into your life, the others will just have to see things in black and white.

And our range has a portable for every viewer, extending from 9" to 14". As portable TV's get smaller, opticians' waiting-rooms seem to get more crowded. So we've designed the perfect portable, which is small enough to be really portable, but big enough to see. Whichever set you're looking at, the 9", 12" or 14" model, the screen size won't strain your eyes.

Whether you're operating on AC mains or from a 12 volt battery, its fully transistorized circuitry gives you that perfect picture and crystal clear reception which has made Hitachi, Britain's best-selling portable TV.

The special Hitachi features are all there. Like the anti-glare screen which facilitates outdoor viewing. The instant sound and vision switch is better than 'wait and see'. Controls which are effortless and as a finishing touch an ultra fine tuning knob. One touch of the finger ensures perfect sound and picture every time. And the sets are good to look at in every way. Each cabinet is compact and contemporary in design, elegant and eye soothing in finish.

Decisions are difficult when confronted with so much class to choose from. You'll wish you had room for them all. Perhaps you have. But whichever set or sets you settle for, at least you'll know your decision will have been a good one.

9" tubed model - approx. picture size 21.6cm - £63.
12" tubed model - approx. picture size 29.2cm - £69.
14" tubed model - approx. picture size 32.4cm - £76.

(Recommended retail prices)

All picture measurements are diagonal.

Hitachi Portable TV's. Pick one up. It won't let you down.

HITACHI

Complete with mains lead, personal earphone and loop aerial at no extra cost.

Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, New Century House, Coronation Road, Park Royal, London NW10

9" model

12" model

14" model

Snuggle into luxurious feather cushions enjoying the blissful comfort and while-away the time contemplating how satisfying you find your Alpha sofa. Everyone will admire the handsome solid teak frame and you will have the secret knowledge that the attractive covers can be zipped off, dry cleaned and back in no time at all.

TOTUM high quality, pack-flat furniture for the house-proud everywhere; delivered direct from the makers at prices to suit your pocket.

Alpha high back 4 seat sofa from £152.68  Alpha standard 3 seat sofa from £117.14
Weatherglaze double glazing

Aluminium double glazing at the price of cheap all plastic systems. Seal warmth in and draughts out. Reduce noise. Cut fuel bills and live in greater comfort. Send for details of New Weatherglaze, and company brochure with easy purchase plans.

Send for details of New Weatherglaze and company brochure with easy purchase plans.

Name ...
Address ...
Tel: ...

WEATHERGLAZE WINDOWS LTD
Rusham Rd, Egham, Surrey. Tel: Egham 5111 772
A subsidiary of The British Aluminium Company Ltd.

The Gardener's Gardener

An International riding mower does a lot for your garden.

This I-H Cadet mows lawns and long grass, tills sweepers, trailers, rollers, aerators, clears snow, takes the bother out of gardening.

Compare these features:
- 7 HP and 5 HP electric or manual start engine
- 3 forward gears plus reverse, single pedal clutch/brake, twin blade 32" or 28" cut, side or rear discharge, and made by International Harvester.

Prices start from £235.

Write today (use the edge of this page as a coupon) to Britain's most experienced mini-tractor specialists for leaflets, stockists, or a demonstration any time, anywhere.

ROLFE'S MINI-TRACTORS LTD
Winchester Hill, Romsey (86), Hants. Tel: Romsey 3185

FROM

Veneers.

Our cookerhood is an appliance which you install just above your cooking unit. It contains twin-powerful fans which draw the grease, smells and steam from your cooking, first into a grease-retaining filter, then through an activated charcoal and silicagel filter which reduces the smells and condensation. The appliance is a re-circulating type, which means the air in your kitchen is constantly passing through the cookerhood, each time becoming a little cleaner - thus no ducts or holes in the wall are required.

Running costs - less per hour than 100w. light bulb.

As a bonus, we provide a built-in light to illuminate your cooking hob.

We think our cookerhood is extremely elegant and well engineered - so does the Council of Industrial Design.

Prices from £23.25.

to power-electric ltd.
lyncroft house, thames street, staines, middlesex.
please send brochure & price list.

Name, 
Address, 

POWER - ELECTRIC LTD.
flint church, St Saviours at Turville Heath near Henley-on-Thames on the Buckinghamshire-Oxfordshire border was offered for sale by auction by Simmons & Sons of Henley-on-Thames. As the photograph shows, St Saviours isn’t too sacral and a structure for a lively-minded conversion.

**HOW EMPTY?**

Yet another historic corner of London is in danger of being swept away unnoticed if the developers have their way. Despite its pleasing combination of erstwhile grandness and domestic-scale charm, Clerkenwell Green, with its fine eighteenth-century Sessions House and the recently-restored Marx Memorial Library, remains comparatively unknown. Above it, there is the slender flint church, and with the slender spire, trees and railings, bollards, flags and ageing brick, this narrow-tortuous street makes an in-placeable ensemble. Here, however, the developers can only see prestige offices.

**CREATIVE PRESERVATION**

Whilst so many do-gooders, amenity groups and preservationists moan away about the way in which developers demolish so many of Britain’s agreeable buildings, there is one organization which really does something practical about the matter.

The Landmark Trust was set up in 1965 by John and Christian Smith with the object of preserving small buildings, structures or sites of historic interest, architectural value, or amenity value, and where possible finding suitable uses for them.

John Smith says the Trust isn’t simply concerned with preserving things just because they are old, but because they are needed. Preservation by itself isn’t enough, he contends; it must be combined with life and use.

To that end, the Trust lets out its properties—which range from a complex of water-mill and cottages in Cornwall to a priory in Somerset, from a martello tower in Suffolk to a gothic temple in Bucks—to the more fortunate applicants who book their holidays way ahead, or, in other cases, to those who want offices in buildings of character rather than another slab block.

The Trust has been adventurous, flexible and skilful in its choice of properties to preserve. Our own favourites are a large gothic house in Stourbridge High Street which will be made into offices and, believe it or not, an erasable copper and arsenic mine at Calstock in Cornwall, which the Landmark Trust has leased from the National Trust and repaired so that people can stay in this now quiet place and think about the industrial past of the Tamar Valley. Whether visitors will follow Mr Smith’s fond hope is another matter, but certainly this is creative preservation at its best, infinitely more effective than the lamentations from a remote touchline.

**MONARCHAL MILLENNIUM**

As every schoolboy knows, the first King of all England, Edgar, was crowned in the Abbey at Bath in 973, or one thousand years ago next year.

Any number of civic authorities, organizations, memento-makers, robe-makers, toy-makers, are doubtless straining like mad to cash in on this notable monarchal millennium, but Bath seems, logically and justifiably, to have got in first, well ahead, having already commissioned a symbol for the inevitable Monarchy 1000 celebrations from Nicholas Jenkins of the Graphic Design faculty at the Royal College of Art.

We reproduce the symbol below, and now await its inevitable reproduction on everything from knick-knacks, tea-cups to T-shirts.

---

Left: Lower High Street, Stourbridge; right: the Danescombe Mill, Calstock, Cornwall. (See CREATIVE PRESERVATION)

Deserted cottages in Clerkenwell, with workshops above. (See HOW EMPTY?)
HOW TO BE AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER

THE FURNITURE DESIGNERS WHO STARTED
(1) BY GOING TO AR SCHOOL
(2) ON THE FACTORY FLOOR

JOE LAWRENCE, who owns and runs HK Furniture, is as far removed from conventional trcconnery as it is possible for a successful business man to be.

Unlike most boss men, he puts his private life far ahead of his business in his list of personal priorities. This isn’t merely because he lives in a house in Suffolk a good deal more handsome and historic than his ruggedly efficient factory in north London, but because his family life is eminently felicitous. The master gives enough time to his business to keep profitability well ahead of last year’s figures, but nothing spectacularly excessive beyond that.

Another of Joe Lawrence’s specialities is a talent for picking unexpected aides and abettors to help run his business, a talent well shown in his unusual relationship with Howard Keith, an upholstery designer of unusual achievement and influence, who was, for many years, Lawrence’s partner.

More recently, the same talent has shown in Lawrence’s appointment of two men, John Home (pronounced Hume) and Richard Hitch (pronounced Hitch) who, between them, now design a highly successful range of HK furniture.

John Home found his way to HK by a tolerably haphazard route, which he wouldn’t recommend to anyone with a designing career in mind. He was at school at militarily-slated Wellington and then did his National Service in the RAF. Soon he realized that he was a serviceman far more involved with art than war, so when he quit the RAF he went to art school, then taught for a time, but gave that up for interior decoration and stints in retail and contract furnishing, thence to HK.

Richard Hitch’s course to HK was far less circuitous. He joined the firm as an apprentice straight from school and made a progressive way through most departments. He was then given time off to study upholstery, technical drawing and industrial design at the London College of Furniture, where he was singled out as a pupil of promise and so forth. Plainly a gluton for punishment, he then enrolled at the Enfield Technical College and undertook further studies in supervision, production, planning, work and method measurement and the rest of the requirements for present-day management.

I know it’s generally accepted that the competent professional designer should have been employed by at least three or four separate outfits, he says, ‘but I’ve never found my own long-term set-up with one firm any drawback. In fact, in some ways I think it’s a bonus, having grown with a company and knowing its capabilities and facilities and something of the actual and potential skills of other members of the staff. After all, such people are the true extensions of a designer’s own mind and hands.’

He is hitting forty, broad-shouldered and outdoor-looking, very much the family man with four children and a house in Hertford-shire. Apart from the current design on his drawing-board, his interests are soccer, including the coaching of junior teams, coarse fishing and the cultivation of roses.

Needless to say, the two men have somewhat different approaches to the problems of furniture-designing, with John Home taking a somewhat intellectualized view, and Richard Hitch the more pragmatic.

‘One had to work out one’s own ideas whilst admitting the existence of current trends and influences,’ says John Home. ‘Just copying the Italians is no answer, splendid as their stuff may be. Too many British designers go on doing just that. It’s of major importance to see that one’s own notions are kept well-exercised: it’s suicide for a designer to get stuck. Taste, as I see it, isn’t a matter of measurable absolutes. Ultimately, it’s a matter of personal opinion, so heaven help us if we can’t hold differing opinions and enjoy examination of the other chap’s views. All in all, I try to keep an open mind about these matters.’

Understandably, perhaps, Richard Hitch is less involved with design on this dialectical level. ‘Looking for improved techniques and materials is always a challenge,’ he says. ‘So I give high priority to experiments in those spheres. But alongside technical experiments I’m always concerned with what I see as the real crux for the designer—Will the public accept my final solution?’

What do they think of their countrymen as potential customers? John Home believes that people should feel free to have whatever attitudes they like. ‘To hell with the Design Centre and what the neighbours think,’ he says. ‘Professional arbiters of taste should be fertile sources of suggestion and encouragement. The one thing they shouldn’t be is dictators, but too many of them set themselves up in that way. Personally, I can’t stand their kind of aesthetic arrogance or smugness. On the other hand it’s equally boring the way that so many people seem to need the arbiter’s dikat before they feel reassured about buying a particular thing. I do wish people didn’t have this terrible yearning to have everything labelled OK by the so-called expert.

Richard Hitch is more philosophical. ‘As an industrial designer, I think my ideal situation would be to remove the belief that we are rather conservative,’ he admits. ‘Generally speaking, we’re not the types to start bubbling over with enthusiasm for a new design or a wild determination to accept a new concept. The centres, the Design Centre and what the neighbours think, the Common Market I think some of these attitudes will ease. But we can’t complain about the public’s reaction to HK designs, many of which are certainly far from trad. I think my ideal situation would be to remove the belief that we are rather conservative, but too many of them set themselves up in that way. Personally, I can’t stand their kind of aesthetic arrogance or smugness. On the other hand it’s equally boring the way that so many people seem to need the arbiter’s dikat before they feel reassured about buying a particular thing. I do wish people didn’t have this terrible yearning to have everything labelled OK by the so-called expert.

Certainly, in having these two highly successful designers with such highly disparate personalities, Joe Lawrence is in an unusually well-placed position to view and expand the market he has served so skilfully during the post-war years.

Few other furniture firms, deliberately kept to moderate size, have made so emphatic an impact.
A TRIO OF UNPREDICTABLE COURSES

THE GLASS DESIGNER WHO BEGAN IN THE SALES OFFICE AND KEPT AN EYE ON SALES

FRANK THROWER, who recently gained a Duke of Edinburgh award for his work on Dartington glassware, is probably the most casual designer in Britain. Indeed, if there were an open competition for the most relaxed industrial designer of the year, open to all-comers, native and foreign, he’d win comfortably, way ahead of the field.

His refreshingly lack of gravitas about Design with a capital D, or about himself, for that matter, derives perhaps, have won any prizes in what circuitous route, which now, perhaps, from the fact that his early training was negligible and he came to the practice of design by a somewhat circuitous route, which now, in retrospect, seems so eminently logical that the wonder is that more designers don’t take a similar course.

Frank Thrower grew up in north London (‘in Harringay before it became high-hatted into Haringey’). He played hockey so much from school that it was deemed more practical to take him away for keeps at the age of fifteen rather than let him continue with so intermittent an academic career. He’d had vague yearnings towards an artistic career but was assured firmly by masters and parents that no creative spark of any kind showed any signs of being kindled in the youthful Trower, let alone bursting into bright-hued flames. So he went instead into a shipbroker’s office in Crutched Friars in the City of London.

He loathed and was no good at the job, but could think of nothing else to do. Nevertheless, he stuck it for three years, but is still puzzled how he kept to the job for even three days.

After a series of other jobs, including selling carbon paper, he got a job as the one and only salesman for an importer of Swedish glassware. ‘The whole of the UK was my territory, which was a step in the right direction. I began to enjoy a working life for the first time in my life. I liked what I was selling, although my technique wouldn’t, perhaps, have won any prizes in courses of salesmanship, but it seemed to get results.’ He stayed in the job seven years, got married, got divorced, made money, became increasingly interested in the qualities that made Scandinavian glassware so superior to our own.

He might have gone on in this way. The job was interesting and lucrative. But his growing interest in design, allied with intensive evening stints at various art schools, had begun to make him restless. He started to look around, but only in the most cursory manner.

Then one day he spotted an advertisement in the Personal Column of The Times. A small pottery firm in the Midlands with big ideas wanted a London representative. He applied for the job and discovered at the ensuing interview that Grays, an old-established pottery in Stoke, had just been taken over by Euan and Susan Cooper-Willis, a husband-and-wife team with sizable ambitions for their acquisition. They also had the necessary finance and energy.

Frank Thrower joined them. Soon the name of pottery was changed to The Portmeirion Pottery and their wares began to sell. So well, in fact, that a year’s production was sold within three months.

The Cooper-Willis-Thrower trio then began to look around for additions to their range. Glassware seemed the logical step and they agreed that the only sensible course would be to set up their own works and organization. By a set of coincidences, usually part and parcel from such decisions, they learned that the Dartington Hall trustees were looking for projects that might provide craft jobs in that area of Devon.

Then came the major task of finding and persuading a Scandinavian craftsman-cum-manager to uproot and settle in Devon. After exhaustive inquiries and touches of farce (‘Half the applicants seemed to be half my life. I like glass. I like designing in glass. It’s really as simple as that.’) he is now approaching forty broad-shouldered assured, relaxed, ready-smiling, easy-tempered. He is married to a Swede. They have four children of their own and three adopted, and live in a dower house in Kent.
THE SEVERELY BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE

ELSIE BURCH DONALD

SHAKER FURNITURE, largely unknown in Britain was also relatively unknown in America until a few years ago, although it is, perhaps, the only style of furniture that could be termed an authentic American style. Shaker furniture was made mainly between 1790 and 1840 by a religious sect almost entirely for their own needs. The furniture is scarce, but has long been sought after by a few collectors whose enthusiasm has saved it from possible extinction and enabled it to be studied as a cohesive development in style. As a result, the furniture has now begun to take its long overdue place in the history of craftsmanship and design. The Metropolitan Museum in New York now has a room of Shaker furniture on permanent exhibition, and a special museum, based on an early private collection and devoted entirely to the Shakers and their crafts, exists near the original settlement in upstate New York.

In terms of proportion, simplicity, grace and devotion to unadorned utility, Shaker furniture is probably unequalled. The Shakers, or 'Shaking Quakers' as they were called because of the ecstatic trembling and dancing that accompanied their worship, were an offspring of the revivalist beliefs of the French Camisards, who came to England about 1700. Members of the small 'Shaking Quaker' sect in Manchester distinguished themselves by their belief in a Second Coming in the form of a woman. In the 1790s they recognized this incarnation in a young Manchester housewife named Ann Lee who had had a series of religious visions. In 1774, a band of nine under the leadership of Mother Ann Lee (as she was now called) emigrated to America and founded a community near Albany, New York. Aided by an era of religious revival, the group began to attract new members. Soon there were small communities in Maine, Massachusetts and New Hampshire.

Apart from their religious fundamentalism, the working basis of Shaker life was formed on certain moral and social tenets. Most importantly it was a communal society in which all property was shared and 'belongings' did not exist. The community was also celibate, believing that lust was the foundation of all sin, and it was separatist, finding that too much interaction with 'the world' created difficulties for both world and Shakers. The communities set themselves up primarily as self-sufficient agricultural units. In every aspect of their lives, Industry, order, cleanliness and simplicity were paramount virtues in every aspect of their lives and work. 'Put your hands to work and your hearts to God,' commanded Mother Ann Lee. The result were formidable.

One thousand strong in 1800, the sect was to grow to 6,000 and expand into Kentucky and Ohio during the religious revival of the 1830s, only to decline again after the Civil War. A handful remain today. Yet in this comparatively short period of expansion the Shakers left a mark on the world totally out of proportion to their numbers. Shaker inventions exist in every home. The flat broom we all sweep with was invented by them. So was the straight clothes peg. In 1820 the lumber business was revolutionized by their invention of the circular saw. Other Shaker inventions include the first one-horse wagon in America and numerous labour-saving devices such as a tongue-and-groove machine, a washing machine and the first threshing machine. For although they believed in the principle of manual labour, they also observed that 'no virtue nor economy in hard labour when consecrated brain can work out an easier method.' Shaker life, however, found its fullest expression in the furniture they made. Here, ingenuity, skill and spirit combined to develop a new style which we now call functionalism, a somewhat dour word, perhaps, but appropriate in the sense that Shakers believed in perfection through function. 'Anything may with strict propriety be called perfect which perfectly answers the purpose for which it was designed,' they affirmed. 'All beauty that has not a foundation in use, soon grows distasteful and needs continual replacement with something new.' The Shakers sought, therefore, to weed out everything that was merely decorative or showy. They forbade the use of brass fittings, replacing them with wooden pegs rounded into buttons or flattened into mushroom shapes. Such popular embellishments as inlay and marbling, they abhorred, preferring the straightforward simplicity of pine and sometimes maple or cherry. If, however, the wood had a specially flamboyant grain they used it to its fullest advantage as though such variety was excusable in nature, if not in man.

One of the most appealing qualities of Shaker furniture is its feeling of lightness and cheerfulness. There is an innate serenity about it that reflects more of celestial smiles than earthly solemnity. This is due to its finish. Most eighteenth-century American country furniture was painted and Shaker pieces were no exception. But their colours have a special charm. A light blue variation of an Alice blue, now called Shaker blue in America, was the most popular. Ocra was also used, and occasionally dark green. But paint soon gave way to the more subtle beauty of stains and light varnishes. The most distinctive stain, and certainly the most characteristic colour associated with Shaker furniture, is a deep, soft red made from madder. The natural beauty of maple and cherry and the special colour pine assumes with age were heightened by simple varnishing.

The creation of any new thing has inherent difficulties that must be met. The Shaker style is a development of what was already familiar. Most converts came from the world around them. So was the straight clothes peg.
The Believers' passion for orderliness is best shown in the myriad forms of storage space they contrived. Everything must have its place. Consequently, chests, cupboards, boxes and pegboards abound. Since a room or 'dormitory' might have up to eight occupants, a great deal of storage space was needed in it. Sometimes chests and cupboards were built into the wall. An alternative was a large chest-cupboard with up to a dozen drawers below and panelled cupboard above. These were normally stained a warm red and special steps gave access to the upper reaches. There is a marvellous feeling for geometrical composition displayed in such pieces: the narrow oblongs of drawers, double rectangles of panelled doors and minute circles of drawer pulls. The spatial relationships are as good as that achieved in Greek architecture.

Sewing-chests and cutting-boards were also multi-drawered affairs. A sewing-chest often had drawers on two sides to facilitate shared work. The long cutting-boards had several cases of drawers beneath. On these were cut the famous Shaker cloaks, which were sold to the carriage trade. Dolly Madison wore a Shaker cloak at her husband's inauguration as President.

Shaker tables had four basic forms. The earliest was a version of the tavern table with a single board top. Dining-tables were based on the trestle principle, and varied in size according to the needs of a particular settlement. Drop-leaf tables of several sizes appealed strongly to the practical Shaker mind. Leaves might be attached to one side or to both. The legs, always slender, were either gently tapered square ones or turned with a delicate swelling near the top. Lastly, there were the tripod stands. The tripod candlestand is one of the most graceful of all Shaker designs, a thin round top balanced by convexly curving legs.

The best known pieces of Shaker furniture were the chairs. These they manufactured for sale as well as for their own use, maintaining the same standards for both since Shaker law forbade the manufacture for sale of anything 'superficially wrought and which would feed the pride and vanity of man.' If vanity was thwarted, comfort was more than adequate compensation. Shaker chairs were so popular that imitations of them were widely manufactured, forcing the Shakers to trademark their own works in defence. The chairs were mostly of one type: the straight ladder back with one to five slats. Apart from providing a backrest the slats had the additional purpose of allowing the Shakers to hang them from pegboards along the wall, thus providing more space and, of course, making it easier to scrub the floor.

Chairs were the only furniture the Shakers continued to make after the Civil War. Their number was rapidly declining and with it the life force that had made their remarkable efforts possible. They had, however, created their own memorial, expressing in wood their goals, their philosophy and their labours.

This trestle dining-table and various storage chests are part of the collection at the Shaker museum in upper New York State. The long eighteenth-century tailor's cutting-board in the background is painted blue.
ITALIAN VISIONARY’S SPACE-PLAN
PICTURES BY ALDO BALLO

THE TRAGIC DEATH last year of Joe Colombo, aged only forty, took from international design one of the most lively-minded and inventive innovators of our time, a fact well demonstrated in the last scheme he devised for himself and his wife in their high-rise Milan apartment.

As the obituary notice in Design magazine said: ‘Colombo was not interested in styling and would vehemently oppose the suggestion that his work had any formal value. Indeed, he propounded a theory of anti-design, which rejected aesthetics in favour of flexibility, compactness and servicing.

These qualities were fully exemplified in his own plan for living. To liberate space, Joe Colombo tore down interior walls to make one large room for living and sleeping. Silvery accordion screens divided the areas as required, but the most novel devices were the Rotoliving machine and his Closingbed, one at each end of the room. This ‘living machine’, as he termed it, was made of laminated plastic and certainly took up a lot less space than the more traditional furniture it superseded. That the machine rather resembled a large electrical appliance didn’t deter Colombo one whit, for he sincerely believed that such a device was more in keeping with our times than conventional furniture, especially as it combined dining-table, bar, radio, television, stereo and telephone. The Closingbed was equally well endowed, for its headboard was fitted with radio, alarm clock, telephone, reading lights, cigarette lighter and air conditioning controls, apart from taking in make-up table in front and dressing-area behind (see plan above). When the canopy of the bed was lowered, it was possible, Colombo contended, to create an ideal temperature inside and to sleep without covers.

‘I have always profited by using my own home for my experiments’, he declared. This was his third apartment in a dozen years, and he was seeking what he regarded as the optimum home for urban man.
Although this last apartment was for two people, Colombo believed that the same concept could be developed for large families or even for groups of families with further avant-garde social schemes. He was all in favour of making one space fit various functions, or vice versa. To this end he created these day and night zones in his determination to oust conventional furniture as well as conventional ideas of interior decoration and design; he even 'synthesised' dining-chair and armchair into what he called a multi-element chair.

Many of Colombo's designs were widely accepted. Whether this optimum space for twentieth-century man would have received equally ready acceptance is open to doubt. It is, perhaps, too removed from all that many people hold dear despite Colombo's deprecation of the conventional house as 'a place made to show off prestigious riches, a jumble of status symbols and useless objects to this home for protagonists of the present and tomorrow'.
ROBERT WALLACE is a rare kind of industrial designer in these mass-production-technological days. He is a carpet and tapestry specialist who believes in being both craftsman and technician himself.

He is, for instance, currently working on one of his own designs for 20 by 30 feet carpet ('More like a football pitch when you're really working on it') for the Stratford-on-Avon Hilton Hotel. This unusual approach derives from his early training in Mexico and his work as a cottage industry specialist under President Kennedy's foreign aid programme in Brazil and Bolivia. Thrown out by the military government of Bolivia he took a trip round the world, before setting up more or less permanently in London, which he loves as a city to live and work in, a view perhaps coloured by the fact that he is now virtually submerged by commissions. Not so, he says, it's just a fantastic city.

His extremely busy life is now divided between his studio in the City and flat in the West End. Each is a kind of extravagant use of one-room space. His studio was until fairly recently a shoesmith's forge in the middle of Smithfield Market. 'Estate agents thought what I was after was a preposterous fantasy so I just went footslogging around central London until I found exactly what I wanted. The perfect studio for my kind of work.'

His one-room basement flat is in the middle of Belgravia, but it is one room with a difference—from the delightful enclosed walled garden formed in the basement area to an extensive living-room 45 feet long and 15 feet wide with 'the kitchen very logically placed, just as I come in from the area, and the bathroom and loo, equally logically placed at the far end and in between I've got this one terrific space.' The decorative use he has made of the splendid space is well shown in the photographs in these pages.
YVES Vidal, Paris-based manager of Knoll International, discovered his fifteen-century mill (Les Corbeaux) set in the middle of a small island at the juncture of the Marne and the Seine—yet still less than half-an-hour’s drive from Paris.

With the collaboration of designer-decorator Charles Sevigny, he set about the first major innovation: the insertion of large windows so that those inside the house have the impression of living amongst trees. These windows have been so skilfully designed, however, that they already seem at one with the mill’s ancient structure.

The next major move was to transform the main room of the mill into an enormous living-space on two levels, with that most delightful of all features in any house, old or new, a balustered gallery. This room is furnished with furniture from—need it be said?—Knoll International and antiques deriving from forays made by owner and designer to the antique dealers of Europe. The results of their expeditions now partner tables and chairs by Mies van der Rohe, Saarinen and Florence Knoll. The mill-house is now enlivened throughout by charming and unexpected contrasts which delight the visitor at every turn.

All set within the middle of a beautiful timbered island.
TIMOTHY WOODS is a young American architect with some novel and practical notions about living and storage. Faced with the problem of accommodating the necessary personal impediments of his wife and himself in one, admittedly reasonably-sized, room, he discarded all ideas of partitioning and, instead, designed what was virtually one room inside a room. The infiltrated room is basically a seven-foot plywood cube, which is set at an angle within the room (see picture above) so that the eye travels easily above and around it. At first sight the closed cube seems rather like a pair of theatrical flats awaiting the scene-painter's brush, but, when opened out, the unit is more like a mod version of a trad four-poster bed set atop a capacious storage unit. This unit houses not only domestic equipment but a stereo unit, too.

Mr Woods created further space for storing everything—from clothes to crockery—by lining one wall of his room with 16-inch-deep free-hanging cupboards (some shelved), giving them uniform flush doors to retain the clear-cut plane of a wall. A particularly imaginative device (well worth copying by those in similarly cramped quarters) is the way Mr Woods has painted the spaces above and below the cupboards black, perfect background for books and an extremely practical base.

Above Two views of the Woods' one-room apartment showing (top) the unit closed (below) the cupboard-shelving unit designed by Mr Woods
Right The unit opened out to display the high-ranking bed
EXPERT'S 2-ROOM LONDON LUSTRE

PICTURES BY RAY WILLIAMS

PETER TWINING has one of London's more rarefied antique shops in the King's Road, Chelsea but much prefers his other life as one of London's leading interior designer-decorators. This aspect of his life is by way of being a passion and he is apt to practise his precepts so personally that every few months he needs to up roots and take on yet another flat to work out a few more new notions. (House & Garden showed his earlier flat in June 1, 1971.) 'But now I'm beginning to get a bit panicky,' he says. 'I get offers for my flat, lock, stock and bureau but how can I outwit the property people to get another flat?'

His latest home, in Bayswater, is a supreme example of his talent for dealing with a two-room flat as if it were a wing of Blenheim. He sees no reason why space should offer undue constrictions upon grandeur.

Hence a pair of Haussmann leather sofas from Aram—each over eight feet long. Above all he has a rare talent for mixing old and new. The sofas are faced by a magnificent chair which has a virtual partner in the French President's study at the Petit Trianon. In his bedroom an eighteenth-century gilt and black lacquer Chinese mandarin's throne faces his bed. 'Why not?' Peter Twining says. 'They are all part of our world. Life isn't cut up into sections as the history and geography books have it. We ought to be able to use them all.'
Four years ago Christopher Plummer and his actress wife, Elaine Taylor, took over a Victorian terrace house of two floors and basement in Kensington and set about a major job of conversion. They had as friend and adviser, architect Douglas Norwood.

Today, they have a spacious house offering enormous scope for indulging their taste and talent for large-scale entertaining.

The house was opened up to transform two ground-floor rooms and an existing extension into a magnificent open area where even a hundred guests remain unjostled.

The basement was revamped to make way for a marble-floored dining-room reached by a curving staircase of what might be termed Plummer-Norwood provenance. Three double French windows open on to a modest terrace.

A narrow staircase-hall is also agreeably enlarged by wall-to-wall mirror cladding.

By building on an additional floor the Plummers gained a magnificent bedroom-with-circular-bath complex across the whole house. A steel spiral stair leads from here to the roof terrace where, behind a high balustrade, the Plummers can relax.

Furnishing was plainly the exercise most enjoyed by the Plummers. The result is an unusual series of settings which has a rare feeling of classical modernity.
WILLIAM MACHADO, the American industrial designer, gutted a hotchpotch of small narrow rooms at the top of an old apartment building in New York and transformed the resultant cubic space into an exhilarating duplex apartment.

To emphasize the continuity of this spaciousness he used beige carpeting throughout the top floor and kept the white walls free from paintings, except on one wall of the living-room which carries a large cork board on which drawings are pinned. The dormer windows, innocent of curtains, are now handsome architectural features in their own right, their quality emphasized by the incurving walls.

The bare bones of the building—cast-iron roof beams—were painted white and left exposed, as were the brick walls. Every unusual shape occasioned by the positioning of skylights and buttresses was utilized to the full so that niches have become conversaziones and skylights great sculpted planes.

Having started with the low-key neutrality of white and beige, Mr Machado added multi-colour gaiety to his living-room (below) with low divans (simply slabs of foam rubber) covered with Turkish rugs and saddlebag pillows, plus a blaze of book spines in white shelves.

To his bedroom Mr Machado has enhanced the serenity of the rest of the apartment, by the snap of orange and black.

In few eyries in any modern city can such practicality have been allied with so lively and imaginative decorative scope.
ARTIST'S PARIS ATELIER FLAT

PICTURES BY MARIANNE HAAS

The rooms shown in these pages have more than a passing claim to fame, for in the past they were the studios of both Gaugin and Modigliani. Now they form the studio-home of decorator Maité Deuil, who has transformed the studio into a charming apartment with unexpected changes of level, alcoves and vistas.

When Madame Deuil found the flat it had been, for half a century, a complex of several small rooms. These she has remodelled to make four well-proportioned rooms, providing both atelier and living-quarters.

Madame Deuil has shown a rare flair in assembling both old and new decorative themes, and her fondness for indoor plants has been indulged to the full.

The studio, simply furnished, is enlivened by the giant tobacco plants against a background of white-and-yellow painted panels and banquettes covered in mattress ticking, which has also been used for sofas in the living-room, effectively partnered by Saarinen tulip chairs.

The bedroom is a complete contrast to the modernity of the rest of the apartment. Panelling of the Louis XVI era has been restored, with a carpet to tone with its rich colour.

Left (top) Living-room, with mattress ticking used to cover the sofa, partnered by Saarinen chairs.
(Below) The Louis XVI panelled bedroom.
Above Kitchen/dining-area
Right The white-painted studio with sisal carpeting, more mattress ticking, rattan chair and luxuriant foliage.
NOW THAT every square foot of domestic space has assumed something of the significance of the expensive square footage of office space, we have to pay far more attention to the capital that can be wrapped up in a stairway.

It's all very well if the stairway is one of those curving, gently-ascending architectural masterpieces that beguiles the eye. That kind of visual pleasure is worth paying for but, for most of us, a stairway is basically a structural device for...
getting from one floor to another, whether we live in a house or duplex. That is apt to mean that we want our stairways to take away as little cubic capacity as possible from our total living-space. Even a modest built-in stairway, with up to fifteen risers and three feet wide, can devour some 200 cubic feet of potential living-space.

Fortunately, some of the more enterprising architects have faced up to these considerations and have evolved designs for stairways which are both visually pleasing and economically rewarding.

The spiral staircase was, until recent times, fairly expansive and expensive in its demands on space. The Georgian tradition died hard. Those curves frequently demanded a 15-foot square on which the stairway could be set out. Now, however, these spiral staircases can be accommodated within less than an 8-foot square (2400 mm in Common Market lingo) and still delight the eye over-acquainted to straight lines and angularities. The most recent of these prefabricated spiral staircases is also extremely flexible, for it can be assembled riser by riser on a central column.
This page (above left) A spiral of stairs around a central column in the living-room of a house, designed by Richard Meier (above right) Tubular steel airway, a timeless modernism in a house in Paris, designed long ago as 1929.

Handrails and balustrading, of course, lend themselves to every kind of experiment. Even in the sixteen examples shown in these pages there are simulated balustrades painted on the inner wall, a modern metal variation on Chinese Chippendale, and tubular handrails and banisters galore, a modern innovation of the utmost practicality for durability and maintenance. And if you're as sure-footed as a chamois you can even do without a handrail—but not in a house of children, of course.

Designers a real chance for exhibiting their ingenious skills, and, as examples in these pages clearly demonstrate, such stairways can be made into dramatic elements in hallways and, even more excitingly, in living-areas of larger-than-average size. The development of central and underfloor heating has meant that draughts, which were once inseparable from open stairways rising from any room to an upper landing, are no longer a menace.

The open straight-up-and-down staircase with cantilevered steps is increasingly popular for use in flats adapted from the upper floors of converted houses, for it links space-saving with novelty and practicality, no mean combination.

But it is not only in these structural matters that the stairway is being so dramatically transformed. Nowadays, designers-decorators are prepared to venture into the most esoteric of materials in place of the traditional carpeting. Nanda Vigo, for example, uses silver-grey fur-fabric on stairs (to match seating covers). Kim Moltzer uses dark blue leather on steps. Other decorators have used tweeds (particularly Irish) and flannels.
PUTTING A BRAVE FACE ON THE FUTURE

FOR CENTURIES the conventional circular clock-face, with variants concentrated mainly on roman or arabic numerals, remained fairly free from the experimental itch of the designer. Certainly, Victorian horologists made many complex mechanisms for the measurement of time, but they usually ended in a conventional clock-face. All that is changed. Clocks are square, elongated, elliptical, incorporate radios, barometers, thermometers, are hung up or lie down, flicker ceaselessly and move invisibly. There never were such complicated days for the clock-watcher.

Barometer/thermometer, Ranger 663, designed by Kenneth Grange, about £9-50; Heals, 196 Tottenham Court Road, London W1

Battery-operated ball clock with acrylic case, £8-84, at branches of Rymans

Battery-operated clock, Chromotrope E6 01, by 20th Century Timepieces, about £19-00, at Zarach, 110 Fulham Road, SW5

Battery-operated alarm clock, ‘Mariner’ battery-powered clock, £18-50; thermometer/hygrometer, £4-95; and barometer, £7-25, from Heals; Watches of Switzerland, Bond Street, W1; Harrods, Knightsbridge, SW3

Battery-operated ball clock with acrylic case, £8-84, at branches of Rymans

Electronic travel alarm clock with leather case, Model DAC 1569, £12-50, from the General Trading Co, Sloane Street, SW3

‘Mariner’ battery-powered clock, £18-50; thermometer/hygrometer, £4-95; and barometer, £7-25, from Heals; Watches of Switzerland, Bond Street, W1; Harrods, Knightsbridge, SW3

Electronic travel alarm clock with leather case, Model DAC 1569, £12-50, from the General Trading Co, Sloane Street, SW3

‘Baxter’ battery alarm clock in brown and gold-coloured case, about £10-00, from Selfridges, Oxford Street, W1; Harrods, Knightsbridge, SW2

Electronic travel alarm clock with leather case, Model DAC 1569, £12-50, from the General Trading Co, Sloane Street, SW3

Wall clock by George Sneed, available in pine, teak and mahogany, from £19-00. Details from George Sneed, Bacons Barn, St Michael, South Elmham, Suffolk

Regency trunk dial timepiece, with oak case, £260-00, from Strike One, 1a Camden Walk, London N1

Timeon electronic digital clock, with teak, rosewood or American black walnut case, £30-75, from Simpsons of Piccadilly; Heals

Timeon electronic digital clock, with teak, rosewood or American black walnut case, £30-75, from Simpsons of Piccadilly; Heals
Clock kit, Visikit T/VT, about £6.00, from Thwaites & Reed, 15 Bowling Green Lane, London ECI

Electric clock in Perspex case, designed by Shavii, £175.00, at Presents of Sloane Street, SW3

Derby Swissonic alarm clock, Model DAC 270, with solid metal case, £18.00, from The General Trading Co, Sloane Street, SW3

Double-bell alarm clock by General Time, with brass bells and red case, about £3.00, from main stores

Chrome pendant clock by Christopher Gittings, £19.50 from The General Trading Co, Sloane Street, SW3

Electric wall clock with black face, £11.00, from main stores

Electric digital clock in Perspex case, No E6 02, £31.50, from Zarach, 110 Fulham Road, London SW5

Digital 3-band radio clock, No RC 703LB, by National Panasonic, £29.95, from Chappell's, Bond Street, W1

Suspension clock, Model C340, from £25.20, to order from Gent & Co Ltd, Faraday Works, Leicester

Clock designed by Christopher Gittings, £11.00, from main stores

Desk clock with black face and silver digits, £17.00, at branches of Rymans
14 WAYS TO GAIN AND KEEP THE LOVE OF A GOOD COOK

The old adage that all a good cook needs is provender, hob, oven, imagination, plus a pair of deft and willing hands (her own) has taken a lot of punishment during recent years, although a lot of men-about-the-house would probably (if secretly) agree with it.

Nowadays, good cooks love gadgets—not merely for their own sake (although quite a lot of alimentary devices do manage to look remarkably handsome objects like most things designed for a purpose) but for the way that a good gadget can notably cut kitchen chores. After all, why spend more time cooking than the cooking needs?

Here, then, is a group of gadgets from a blender which actually blends into storage-jars to the very latest in luxurious electronic cooking circuits.

Like most good gadgets, each of these derives from a simple basic idea so that the beholder-user's first response is to wonder why nobody ever thought of anything so obvious and logical before. But that's what puts a good designer so very far ahead of a master of mediocrity.

Any paterfamilias, therefore, can prove his magnanimous manhood at a price to fit his cheque-book. Action forthwith.

'Weightmix' by Salter, includes two mixing bowls as part of the basic scale. In 4 colours, £3·97. Main stores

Self-cleaning spit roaster, Model 146.A5, with single heating element, by Moulines, £15·75. To order, from LEB showrooms

'Tefal 'Super Frier' in stainless steel, eliminates cooking smells and fat spillage. With thermostat control and tightly-fitting cover, £19·89. To order, from LEB showrooms

'Tefal 'Super Frier' in stainless steel, eliminates cooking smells and fat spillage. With thermostat control and tightly-fitting cover, £19·89. To order, from LEB showrooms

'Cool Top' glass hob by Westinghouse. Heat is induced by means of electronic circuits to indicated cooking positions but the hob itself remains cool. It can also be used as a working surface. About £1,000, from Advance Domestic Appliances, 18 Berners Street, London W1

Rinia infra-red cooker Model 900, grills, toasts and bakes in a matter of minutes, £12·99. From LEB showrooms

High-pressure sink clear by Beacon, made from unbreakable plastic, £1·25. From large stores and hardware shops
'Fish grill' for top-of-the-stove grilling, in black cast-iron by Le Creuset, £3.32. From David Mellor, 4 Sloane Square, London SW1

Two-way toaster by Russell Hobbs, with controls on either side, £9.20. From LEB showrooms

Blend and store jars from Sunbeam, to match the Power Blender. Available in sets of 6, £1.80. From LEB showrooms

'Bruno' vegetable chopper, slices, shreds and cubes, £1.95. From Timothy White shops

Drip filter coffee maker by Philips, with thermostat control, Model HD 5105, about £7.62. From LEB showrooms

'Easiblend' liquidiser by Morphy Richards, also blends, chops, purees. Holds 1½ pints, £9.46. From LEB showrooms

Mixmaster de Luxe No MX 100 by Sunbeam, £29.04. Blender attachment, £7.50. From LEB showrooms
Whilst most modern designers have been occupied with the modern kitchen as a room, playing around with what might be termed vowel-shaped (E, I, O and U) working layouts, an eminent Italian designer, Giancarlo Iliprandi, has evolved what seems to be a revolutionary unit, solving many a problem of space. Such a unit was inevitable for many designers have been working along the lines of concentrating equipment. This steel Rossana Isola RB unit houses two cylindrical sinks, a waste-disposal unit, five rings and one electric plate, with two folding sides as additional working surfaces or eating place. The high decorative, beautifully-sculpted extractor hood also houses a lighting system.

This is surely one of the most successful multum in parvo exercises in kitchen history. What would Alexis Soyer have made of such logic, with all those acres of sink and working surfaces in the depths of the Reform Club?

For those who must have the very latest equipment before experimenting with the very latest Kati Stewart and Elizabeth David masterpieces, I am happy to report, as we go to press, that Zarach of Sloan Street, SW1, tell us that they hope to have one of the Rossana RB units in their showrooms by the time this issue of House & Garden is published. If you have a very
Above Versatile 'Palaset' cubes from Finland. Made of plastic, they come in several colours, with shelves, drawer units and trays. Basic cube costs £3.50, from Habitat shops.

Left (above) Open-plan kitchen, dining and living-area. Sliding doors at left conceal laundry room; at right, the heating system and, centre, folding doors hide the sink area and appliances when not in use.

Left (below) Kitchen in two parts: in the foreground a cooking/dining-table, divided off from the kitchen storage area by a central pillar which houses on the one side, an oven, on the other, a double sink unit, dishwasher and so on. Surfaces are topped with Formica.

Opposite page (above left) Kitchen designed by Liz Goldfinger for Robert and Jane McNeil in Holyport, with white plastic laminate facings, solid teak worktop and cork tile flooring.

(Above right) Galley kitchen in a house designed by Ted Cullinan, with heavily-beamed sloping ceiling and sliding windows to the right, divided off from the living-dining-area by the wall of the central stair-well.

(Below, left) Uniwhite one-sided kitchen by Beekay, with dishwasher, stainless-steel sink, cooker and extractor and a continuous worktop. From the 'Complete Kitchen' range by Beekay. Inquiries to Beekay, 82-106 Cricklewood Lane, London NW2.

(Below right) U-shaped kitchen, with eating counter all round, by Poggenpohl. Kitchen units, in solid oak, topped with laminated plastic, available from Heal's, 196 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.

indulgent husband, the unit will only set him back somewhere around £750.

But the Italians aren't alone in this kind of enterprise. Among the French exhibits this year at Euro Domus was an extremely well-designed oval kitchen unit by Mourgue, while the British produce a free-standing circular device, sponsored by Bird's Eye, as long ago as 1968. A brand new unit, the 'Cooking
White ceramic cookware from Habitat, showing some of the new additions to their already well-established range. From Habitat shops.

Inquiries to Wrighton Showroom, 3 Portman Square, London W1.

Kitchen setting featuring Wrighton kitchen units. Inquiries to Wrighton Showroom, 3 Portman Square, London W1.

Kitchen in 'champagne' colour from the 'Continental' range of kitchen units by Kandya. Inquiries to them at 2 Ridgmount Place, London WC1.

Above: Kitchen units by W H Paul in a setting designed by John Prizeman to be seen at the Westinghouse Showroom, 18 Berners Street, London W1.

Left (top): Kitchen-dining-room in a house in Italy where old and new are skilfully combined and colour effectively kept to a minimum.

(Centre): Galley kitchen in a house in Finland, with glossy red-painted wooden kitchen cabinets, red sink bowl and linoleum tiled floor.

Left (below): Combined kitchen and dining-area, infiltrated at one end of a wide corridor in journalist Jean Demachy's flat near Paris.
A circular ultramarine-blue kitchen in a house in Italy, designed by Cini Boeri. In plastic laminate, stainless steel and a glass shield which blocks off kitchen units from the dining-area.

The host, designed by John Prizeman for the London Electricity Board featured in their 'New Living' promotion on the inside cover of this month's issue) incorporates—besides the usual kitchen equipment—a 7 slot stereo radio unit, telephone and electronic calculator.

To come down from such a spectacular unit to the more mundane matter of adapting existing kitchen space to your own time-and-motion studies, may seem something of an anti-climax, but, take heart, a revamped kitchen can prove the housewife's most enjoyable domestic exercise. And investment in a long overdue replacement to an unreliable cooker, washing machine or refrigerator almost as heartening.

The major contribution made by the kitchen designers to a cosier life for the cook-hostess is the quite astonishing plethora of ready-made units in any number of colours and in an ingenious range of wood finishes. These fitments gain their individuality chiefly from door forms, which range from the lively use of louvres (notably by Centa, Liden and Solarbo) to panels, usually small (by Multiflex, Beckay and Elizabeth Ann) to mention but a few. There are also any number of Formica and melamine finishes in a wide range of colours.

Working-surfaces are another department of the kitchen life which has received a lot of attention from the designers. Most manufacturers of ready-made fitments again specialize in plastic laminate and similar finishes to match the door facings, but, for the do-it-yourself enthusiast, interesting and practical surfaces are available in many other forms. Tiles, for example, can be applied using a special waterproof grout (i.e. the jointing material between each tile), although some do-it-y men prefer lino, but this is not ideal for the cutting of fruit and vegetables directly on to the surface. The butcher-block table, preferably on finger-tip-control castors, becomes increasingly popular and, as usual, it's wider use in the United States has meant a great popularity here. The hostess who prides herself on her patisserie skills will still show a preference for the marble working-surface, and old washing-stand tops are excellent for this. Stainless steel may show scratches, but it looks quite terrific and, of course, exquisitely smooth—little wonder that young newly-weds are quick to install stainless-steel kitchen units.

For my money, however, Eternit remains the best all-round working-surface, and old washing-stand tops are excellent for this. Stainless steel may show scratches, but it looks quite terrific and, of course, exquisitely smooth—little wonder that young newly-weds are quick to install stainless-steel kitchen units.

For my money, however, Eternit remains the best all-round working-surface, and old washing-stand tops are excellent for this. Stainless steel may show scratches, but it looks quite terrific and, of course, exquisitely smooth—little wonder that young newly-weds are quick to install stainless-steel kitchen units.
Kitchen designed by French architect, Michel Petuaud Letang, is built around a stainless-steel all-in-one cooktable at which the family also eats. Cupboards line one wall; there are worktops, double-sink unit and a heavy wooden chopping-block along another. Not seen is a sliding glass door which leads out to the garden.

1 Refrigerator 2 Storage 3 Oven 4 Dishwasher 5 Sinks 6 Chairs 7 Hob.

Country-style kitchen-dining-room, designed by Walter R T Smith, is the core of the family home. It is used by children doing homework whilst mother prepares the meals, as well as for informal eating.

1 Bookshelves 2 Sink 3 Marble pastry slab 4 Range 5 Oven 6 Refrigerator 7 Storage cupboards 8 Stone heater 9 Table 10 Chairs.

A large kitchen, skilfully redesigned by architects Richard Kaplan and Arthur Wexler, is now divided up into smaller, separate working areas, which are more efficient for a family that entertains often and on a large scale. The new kitchen is virtually a shell built within the original room.

1 Refrigerator-freezer 2 Sink set in countertop 3 Dishwasher 4 Stainless-steel oven 5 Hob 6 Hood 7 Grill 8 Butcher-block counter and children’s dining-table

A drawing shows the new Cool Top cooker, which is the greatest breakthrough in such equipment for years. The cooker top never gets hot to the touch (a fabulous advantage with young children about the kitchen) and it can also be used as a working surface. As it offers a completely flat plane it is extremely easy to maintain and clean. At the moment these Cool Top units are pretty expensive. Indeed, the Westinghouse top alone costs around £1000, (with a waiting list of would-be buyers)

Planning is the most important thing, of course, but rather than include a lot of graph-paper diagrams indicating how many miles a wife and mother-of-four walks during the course of a day’s work in her kitchen, I have given as much editorial space as possible to showing pictures of a number of kitchens that have caught my eye during recent months. Each picture has been included for a particular reason, noted in the caption. I feel that you are much more likely to find a guideline here than in reading any number of words.
Lead crystal chandelier, originally for gas use, circa 1840, from a large selection of chandeliers ranging in price from £15 to £2,500, from David Paton, 10 Strathearn Place, London W2

WELL ABOVE THE CROWD

IN BLAND DEFERENCE of the dictats of a number of interior decorators emphasizing that pools of light rather than overhead lights are de rigueur, any number of manufacturers and members of the public still find the chandelier to their lighting taste.

Chandeliers—the word seems steeped almost exclusively in the distant past, an evocation of crystals and candles, frills and furbelows, gorgeous beauties and gallant beaux. Yet, although some of the world's most splendiferous period chandeliers are available in London, and fine Waterford crystal chandeliers are again being made in Ireland, the hanging lamp also challenges the ingenuity of interior designers, especially those in Italy, France and Switzerland.

The example shown in the colour page opposite is one of the more exotic Swiss designs and is available in London, and fine Waterford crystal chandeliers are again being made in Ireland, the hanging lamp also challenges the ingenuity of interior designers, especially those in Italy, France and Switzerland.

Opposite page Sculptural chandelier by Swisslamps International, also available in floor and table versions. Hanging version, No 57012, £71-00, from Liberty's, Regent Street, W1

Chandelier from the 'Tulipan' range by Kalmar. From about £231-00, to order, from Heal's, 196 Tottenham Court Road, London W1

Brass gothic chandelier, in the Pugin manner, £85-00, Green & Abbott, St George Street, London W1

Hand-polished chandelier by Venini, from the 955 series, about £391-00. Inquiries to Venini Lighting, 5 Sedley Place, Woodstock Street, London W1

No T 372/24 metal and glass chandelier by Hans-Agne Jakobsson, about £275-00. Stockists from Nina Breddal, 15 Tyers Gate, SE1

From the '5000' range by BBI Lighting, No 5302-3, £224-10. Inquiries to them at 58-60 Berners Street, London W1

'Tambourin', by Baccarat of Paris, a cluster of free-hanging glass tinkles when touched, £180-00, from Asprey, New Bond Street, London W1

Nineteenth-century lamp with sconces, one of a selection of lamps, from £34-00 to £80-00, at Christopher Wray's Lighting Emporium, 604 King's Road, London SW6
An unusual path need not take more time or trouble to lay, claims the writer of these notes, and offers some guide-lines.

**Paving the way for greater garden pleasure**

**By Tom Byng**

By the time most gardeners have dug and prepared the ground for their projected garden path, duly sanded the bed and are ready to lay their chosen brick, stone, cobble, sett and so on, they sometimes seem too weary to spend time working out a pattern that isn't the more usual herringbone or two-by-two basket-work patterns. Yet a modicum of time spent with a ruler and graph paper will produce variation which will give years of pleasure out of all proportion to that effort over a few evenings. And even if you are proposing to go ahead and lay your path without recourse to graph paper, do see that regularity doesn't become your watchword. The setts shown in the colour picture on page 97 own...

This page (left) Prefabricated cobble blocks and concrete slabs in a checker-board pattern. As the path is under trees, ivy has been used as a shade-tolerant panel of ground-cover.

(Above) Random-set paving, with little pointing showing, in a box-bordered rose-garden in Wiltshire.

Opposite page (above left) Elongated bricks and concrete squares to set off bold clumps of planting. (Above right) Stone set in an interesting pattern but with almost too much cement pointing.

(Centre left) Informal stone setts, set off by the lush foliage of bergenia and mat-forming ajuga.

(Centre) Circles of cedar wood set in gravel, in a woodland setting.

(Centre right) Classic paving of York stone, lapped with Viburnum and tumbling rosemary in a Hampshire garden.

(Below left) Imaginative pebble paving in a lattice-work design in the grounds of ruined Minster Lovell in Oxfordshire.

(Below right) Cobble slabs and concrete blocks set in turf lead to a yew-hedge in a Berkshire garden.

(Prefabricated cobble slabs can be obtained from British & Overseas Minerals Ltd, 36 High Street, Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex, from about £2-55 square yard.)
Cobble blocks—outlined in stone—lead to a sundial raised on two steps in the garden at Ince Castle, Saltash, Cornwall. (Below left) Chaste paving in stone and shining slates, set off with oil jars and preserving terms, in the garden at Glenveagh Castle, Co Donegal. (Above) Perfectly-proportioned paving in flint stones and stone in a miniature courtyard in Oxfordshire.

Opposite page (above left) Irregularly-shaped stone slabs, set in turf, in a French garden. (Centre left) ‘Pop-art’ groundwork in turf and stone circles. (Below left) A path of brick leading to a lattice-work gazebo. (Right) Rugged sets bordered with box in a garden at Senlis, near Paris, devised by garden architect Russell Page.

Most of their considerable charm is in their deliberately casual arrangement.

One of the most neglected opportunities in path-making is the use of contrasting two different textures. As the GLC Parks Department has shown in Hyde Park, and elsewhere, plain stone and variagated cobbles can make a most decorative pathway or terrace, especially now that stiletto heels seem to have disappeared for a year or so from the feminine fashion scene. (British Overseas Minerals Ltd specializes in good-looking shingle-faced slate which are particularly easy to work on.) Brick and stone offer another useful contrast of texture. When stone—and to a lesser degree, brick—is used in path-making it is worth remembering, by the way, that a narrow space of an inch or so left between the stones or bricks to enable grass to grow in the interstices will add immeasurably to the visual pleasure you hope will be occasioned by your path, and it will certainly soften the rigidity and angularity of a path of any length. Indeed, in one of the pathways shown here skill has been made of circular areas of grass juxtaposed against rectangular paving stones.

Crazy paving seems thoroughly out of fashion, but it remains a fairly durable pathway, although it is best when used in small areas.
Heathers for all seasons

EVEN AMONGST quite experienced gardeners, heathers are too frequently thought of as the poor relations of the plant world. Indeed, many gardeners are apt to think that they are best left growing wild over the more northerly areas of Scotland.

But the open-minded visitor to the Royal Horticultural Society gardens at Wisley in Surrey or to the Botanic Gardens of the University of Liverpool quickly realizes just how much their plants have to offer in colour, variety of form and texture.

As a result of recent research and selection, heathers are now available in a remarkable number of varieties. Above all, thanks to their faculty for changing colour with the seasons and their unusually long span of flowering, heathers can provide a full year of colour for the gardener.

At the risk of offending some botanical boffins, I am here referring to related species of heathers. Authentic heathers are known as Erica, found from the Mediterranean to Scandinavia, with Erica arborea and Erica australis growing up to six feet, or Erica cinerea, much smaller, at no more than 8 inches.

Then there is the variety which we in these islands know best—Scottish heather, which flowers in summer months, and is known, more academically, as Calluna vulgaris, which can grow up to three feet in mild sandy conditions.

Finally there is daboecia, a false heather, low-growing, indigenous to Ireland, France and Portugal, with hanging bell-like flowers in summer and autumn.

Left Autumn-flowering Calluna vulgaris Blazaway (yellow), Calluna vulgaris alba plena (green) and Erica vagans grandiflora (pink). In the background, Liquidambar styracifolia

Above Pink Daboecia cantabrica pragerae (at left) in August. Behind, taller, Erica veitchii. The conifers in the background are Juniperus communis hibernica

Right Erica darleyensis flowers from December right through to April
A Roman 'ruin' in the Bahamas

PICTURES BY BRUNO DE HAMEL

La Feuillée, on Lyford Cay in the Bahamas, is the home of Rosanna Seaborn, one-time star in French-Canadian films, whose major interest is the Papineau Rebellion of 1837 on which she is preparing a film script. The house was designed by A F Robijnshes, and took rather longer than most houses to build as Miss Seaborn had very clear-cut and not-easily-come-by notions of the house she wanted. Ground was broken in 1964 and the house not completed until five years later. But the retreat now embodies most of the ideas Miss Seaborn absorbed during her world travels, most notably her wish to have her dream house built round a Roman bath.

'I suppose my idea was originally sparked off in North Africa,' says Miss Seaborn. 'There I first became conscious of the way one civilization has been built on the ruins of another. Hence my desire to build for myself a house that would seem to embody something of the same elusive but, to me, compelling atmosphere.'

These ambitions have been realized by Miss Seaborn's structural specification. The sun, rain and wind of the Caribbean have given the coral walls the textures of antiquity, enhanced by decorative features brought back from Europe, such as the seventeenth-century Florentine fountain heads on coral plinths on either side of the pool steps, and the ancient copy of a marble head of Seneca, the Roman scholar and poet.

The high wall surrounding the pool-court is built of coral and pierced by round-headed openings looking out to sea. Later, a grotto will be built at one end of the pool.

Little wonder Rosanna Seaborn is content to spend her life in this idyllic place, her days divided between research, writing and swimming—in the new-old enchantments of her 'ruins', as she calls the 'leafy retreat' La Feuillée.

*The Papineau Rebellion in French Canada was, in the view of Miss Seaborn, the precursor of the Separatist Movement of today.—Ed.
BYRON SUGGESTED, perhaps unfairly, that the English winter ended in 'July—to recommence in August', but even he would have admitted that in July the English garden comes into its full beauty: it is then that most herbaceous plants take on their richest colouring and most luxuriant growth. Though the promises of May are past—either broken, or satisfyingly fulfilled in June—July brings a richness of its own. On these two pages we show some of the plants which are at their best in July.

**At Sutton Park, Sutton on the Forest (open for the National Gardens Scheme on Sunday, July 9th) Bergamot (Monarda didyma) the plant which, thanks to Marvell, will always be connected with the youth of Oliver Cromwell, when it was 'His highest plot, to plant the bergamot'. Cambridge Scarlet is one of the strongest growing variety, Croftway Pink a good pink variety.**

**Opposite page (top left) Phlox decussata revels in a cool, moist situation and comes into flower in July. Border Gem, Star-Fire and William Ramsay are all outstanding varieties.** (Also photographed at Sutton Park).

**(Top right) Dictamnus fraxinella, 'The Burning Bush', shows its spires of rose-pink flowers in high summer. The pungent, oil-bearing leaves are inflammable and will burst into a flash of fire if a match is held to them on a warm, still evening, although the plant is quite unharmed by this odd manifestation.**

**Centre, left and right Lilies are a great feature of the well-planted garden in July. There are white varieties, such as longiflorum and the ever popular candidum, and orange lilies like the richly-coloured pyrenaicum, seen in the picture on the right.**

**(Below left) By a graceful iron gate at Doddington Hall near Lincoln (open May—September, Wednesdays, 2pm—6pm) there is a fine show of the blue flowers of Campanula lactiflora. Loddon Ann is a delicate mauve-pink form.**

**Below right) In one of the great gardens of England—Chatsworth, near Bakewell—the beautifully and originally planted borders are at their peak in July. Here can be seen a 'Blue border' of delphiniums and that excellent annual, echium Blue Bedder, with the white flowers of floribunda rose Iceberg to set them off. The white flowers on the right are datura. The gardens at Chatsworth are open daily from March to October.**

PHOTOGRAPHS: PETER COATS
The original design for the garden of Bagatelle, modified by Francois Belanger

Blaikie, Thomas (1750-1838).

Blaikie might not be deemed to enter directly into the history of gardening in the British Isles itself, but he is representative of those British (particularly Scots) gardeners who worked in many overseas countries as exponents of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century style of *le jardin anglais*. All were possessed of considerable practical skill as well as an understanding of the traditions begun by Kent, and they frequently maintained connections with British nurserymen of the period who were outstanding plantsmen with a wide range of plants for sale.

Blaikie was sufficiently well known to appear in Loudon’s *Encyclopaedia* as an outstanding gardener in France: ‘A number of gardens in the English style were laid out just before the French revolution, by Mr Blaikie, a British landscape-gardener. He was born in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and continued till his death, the proprietor of a large market garden, which belonged to his father in the parish of Caprornshie. He went to France first as a botanical collector and walked in that capacity through the greater part of Switzerland. Mr Blaikie entered upon the profession of a landscape gardener in Paris in 1776; and died there in 1838, aged 80.’

Loudon also records that Blaikie was associated with such gardens as Bagatelle, Monceau and the Petit Trianon. Subsequently, during the Consulate, he ‘dined at Dr Fothergill’s’, where he ‘made friends easily among all classes. His observant and lively character who attracted the significance of his work resides in the list of 440 packets of “specimens and seeds” sent together in one box directed to Dr Pitcairn, Warwick court, London’.

The rest of Blaikie’s diary is concerned with his work closely connected with notable garden-makers and architects of the British court and their rivalries, a subject for study on its own. Of greater interest to British gardening history would be to pursue in detail his continuing connections with prominent British nurserymen and horticulturists which had singular influence in France, a task awaiting, perhaps, some future historian.
The most famous feature at White Knights was the magnolia wall, 145 feet long and 24 feet high. The upper part of it was formed of trellis work, which projected with a curve. The two formed an angle of about 45° with the face of the wall. On this trellis the upper branches of the trees terminated, and by their projection, protected all those beneath from perpendicular rain and snow. It was known at the time that this was an unnecessary extravagance, as magnolias, mostly long introduced, then as now flower freely without any such protection!

There were many features in the design, such as a garden surrounded by a hedge and sunk fence, laid out in the ancient style, and abounding with curious seats and rustic huts.

Subsequent to 1816, 'in view of his extravagant mode of proceeding in his transactions generally' the Marquis found himself involved in debt and law suits, which greatly crippled his activities. However, on succeeding to the dukedom in 1817, as far as his now limited resources permitted, he showed the same taste for planting in the pleasure grounds of the palace at Blenheim. There he took with him his gardener, Mr Jones, who had been with him since the beginning of gardening operations at White Knights.

White Knights (as it is now termed) is today occupied by the University of Reading. Some of the original trees still remain.

Bobart (or Bobert) Jacob (1596-1679). Bobart was born in Brinwich. His early history is obscure, although he is known to have served as a soldier. When he came to England is not recorded, but in 164 he was appointed, in curious circumstances, as the first Horti Pratfectus or superintendent of the Oxford Physic Garden, founded in 1621 by Henry Danvers, First Earl of Danby (1573-1645). Danvers, having overspent on the construction of the garden, seems to have lacked funds to appoint a horticulturist of any known eminence. Bobart, a local innkeeper, was also a successful gardener, and in the event got the appointment. Bobart amplified his income by selling the fruit and other produce that he grew in the Botanic Garden. He was undoubtedly a man of remarkable individuality and attainments; contemporary records speak of him as a huge man with a long black beard, which, on hot days, he tricked out with silver. He was followed about by a tame goat rather than the conventional dog. Altogether an original. Yet he was
Bobart, Jacob (1599-1679) was a notable academic figure known for his work in publishing. In 1648, he published *Catalogus Hortus Botanicus Oxoniensis*, listing some 1,600 plants. Ten years later, with assistance from others, a revised edition was issued. Bobart kept the garden going throughout the difficult times prior to the restoration of Charles II.

Bobart, Jacob, the younger (1641-1719), the son of the preceding, was born in Oxford. He succeeded his father as superintendent of the Oxford Botanic Garden in 1680. In 1699, he completed and published the third volume of Robert Morison's important *Plantarum Historia Universalis Oxoniensis*, Morison, the first Professor of Botany at Oxford, having died in an accident in 1683.

The younger Bobart began the exchange of seeds and plants not only with other botanic gardens but with private patrons. Interesting instances of these exchanges are recorded in correspondence of the period. The virtuoso Charles Hatton, for example, wrote in 1688 of having received from 'Mr Bobart seeds of very curious plants.' The earliest record of the London plane being grown is in Bobart's garden as *Platanus inter orientalem et occidentalem media* (the plane between the oriental and western—i.e. North American—kinds). This hybrid is said to have arisen in seed sent to him from Montpellier Botanic Garden, in southern France.

Bobart, Tilleman (1662-1724), brother of the foregoing, worked as a young man in the Oxford Botanic Garden. Later, he was for some years a garden foreman at Hampton Court. From 1708, he was one of the senior staff under Henry Wise during the long and difficult construction of the gardens at Blenheim Palace, being dismissed by the Duchess of Marlborough (whom he sued for non-payment of wages) in 1720. He is last heard of working for the Duke of Chandos at Canons. In common with other members of the family, Tilleman Bobart was a noted botanist, and a friend of William Sherard, who founded the Chair of Botany at Oxford University.
BOOKS

When did Queen Anne become Georgian?

Genius in the making

Too many art books run the gamut of the too-well-known works. Not so Gerald Wilkinson's book on Turner's early sketchbooks (Barrie & Jenkins, £6-00), one of the most unusual, enchanting and beautiful art books of recent years, with especially interesting colour printing by Colour Workshop of Hertford. Mr Wilkinson, who compiled and designed the book, pays handsome tribute to the work on Turner research done by A J Finberg, but his own book is very much an individual work.

Latest addition

The Living Architecture series originated in Switzerland and is published by Macdonald in this country. The series has provided students with unusually compact and comprehensive introductions to a wide range of period and national styles, from Roman and Gothic to Japanese and now Chinese by Michele Pirazzoli-T'Serstevens. The book, published at £4-00, is a remarkable achievement, for it provides anyone having a serious interest in this great, strange, still-unknown nation with an authoritative documentation, not only textually but also pictorially and graphically. The monograph is simply designed, well printed and sturdily bound.

Gardeners all

Publishers David & Charles of Newton Abbot have made many enterprising ventures in reprinting commercial catalogues, but never one offering so much entertainment and instruction for gardeners as Hilliers' Manual of Trees and Shrubs (£3-25) which is an expanded version of the various catalogues which the great Winchester nursery has been issuing for many years past. No gardener can afford to be without this compendious manual which describes the nature and habit of over 8,000 trees, shrubs, climbers, conifers and bamboos. With good binding and printing, but, alas, indifferent typographical design, the book will serve a wide and appreciative public for years to come. But it would be pleasant to have it redesigned.

Most paper-back versions of hard-cover books are apt to look like poor relations. Not so the two versions of Ward Lock's Pictorial Gardening Series. The hard-cover versions of the series are priced at £1-00 and the paper-backs (issued by Pan Books) at 50p. Both are remarkably good. The material derives from an earlier encyclopaedia of gardening, but it is good to have these specific individual reissues.

A handbook on pruning costing £9-00 is scarcely likely to find a swift place in the bookshelves of most amateur gardeners, but for the specialist cossenting a pinetum or with a sizable nursery to look after, George E Brown's book, The Pruning of Trees, Shrubs and Conifers, published by Faber, will prove an invaluable investment. The author, assistant curator at Kew and, with the graphic help of Audrey Barton's clear-cut diagrams, he brings his copious expertise to bear upon the individual pruning needs of almost 450 genera of trees, shrubs and conifers. You name it, George Brown prunes it—or almost. Certainly his advice is informed, practical and simply expressed. The book is well printed, although the binding is rather more mundane than we normally expect from Faber.

Beaton unabashed

Cecil Beaton's latest extracts from his copious diaries, The Happy Years (Weidenfeld & Nicolson £2-25), with its coy and corny revelations concerning his relationship with Miss Garbo nearly thirty years ago, must surely make this the most unblushing, unwelcome and gallant book of the year.

For younger fry

Finally, two enchanting sea-going tales for very young children, amusingly written in the best dead-pa prose and delightfully illustrated in colour: Albert and the Green Bottle by Elizabeth and Gerald Rose (Faber, £1-25) and, especially good, The Smallest Pirate by Denise and Alain Tree (Faber £1-30).

If your daughter has a doll's house and you wish to make her joy complete — and happen to be a handyman—Furnishing Dolls' Houses by Audrey Johnson (G Bell £4-25) provides hundreds of drawings by the author as guides. The four posterior shown above is from a doll's house of 1875.

These sketches of Amsterdam façades come from one of a series of a brand-new kind of guide book. The first three of Verstappen's Insiders' card guides, complete with maps, are devoted to London, Paris, and Amsterdam. They cost £1-40 each and consist of 50 pocket-sized cards plus maps which provide answers to every tourist query, from where to eat, drink, dance, buy and look (at everything, it seems, from Van Dycks to strippers). A new notion and well-worth having in your knapsack or handbag.

Music and daily life

Anybody with a wider interest in music than listening should make sure of getting hold of a copy of Henry Raynor's book, A Social History of Music (Barrie & Jenkins, £5), which is irresistible reading, for Mr Raynor has the skill to colour a straightforward narration with unusual anecdotes concerning musicians, their training, their way of life, how they were paid, their social position from the Middle Ages to Beethoven. His range is rich and varied: from Renaissance church music and church choirs generally, to Tuts's training at Wallingford College and Handel's financial ups and downs in London specifically. The total effect is a highly readable book which will delight amateur and professional musicologists alike. The book is somewhat expensive and carries no illustrations, alas, which would have vastly enhanced its value and interest.
The right company is important. The right drink fractionally more so.
So it's reassuring to know that Martini Dry is acceptable anywhere. Just add ice.

Or a twist of lemon if you must. It needs no more.
Martini Dry is perfect on its own.
Perfectly devilish with gin.
Righteousness can be so pleasant.

The right one MARTINI
just by itself
### Outdoor cooking—as well as eating

**Oriental kebabs**

**Ingredients:** 1 lb shoulder lamb; 1 lb sirloin steak; 20 oz can pineapple chunks; 8 oz large, green pitted olives; 8 fl oz pineapple juice; 2 tablespoons soy sauce; 2 tablespoons lemon juice; 2 chopped garlic cloves; 1 bay leaf; pinch of ground cloves.

**Method:** Mix pineapple juice, soy sauce, lemon juice, garlic, bay leaf and cloves and shake well in a jar. Cut lamb and beef into 1½ inch cubes and leave in pineapple marinade for 6 hours at room temperature. Drain meat and save the marinade. Thread meat, pineapple chunks and olives on skewers and brush with marinade. Grill close to the fire, basting with marinade and turning frequently for about 15 minutes until meat is done medium-rare.

**Basic barbecue sauce**

**Ingredients:** 4 fl oz cooking oil; 6 fl oz wine vinegar; 2 fl oz water; 1 teaspoon salt; 2 tablespoons sugar; 1 teaspoon Tabasco sauce; 1 teaspoon Worcestersauce; 1 bay leaf.

**Method:** Put all ingredients into a small saucepan and bring to the boil over medium heat. Keep warm by brushing chicken with more sauce and turning frequently for 25 minutes or until done.

**Salted meat**

**Method:** Crush the garlic cloves and spread on both sides of steak. Brush with cooking oil. Spread mustard on both sides of steak. Cover steak completely with coarse salt to form a crust, and leave to stand for 30 minutes. Put salt-coated steak directly on the fire and cook rare (20 minutes each side) or medium (25 minutes each side), turning only once. Break off salt crust, and slice meat across the grain.

**Stuffed veal birds**

**Ingredients:** 8 ½-inch-thick slices of veal; 8 oz soft liver sausage; 1 egg; 1 stick celery; 1 tablespoon parsley; 1 tablespoon chopped green pepper.

**Method:** Beat veal very thin. Mash liver sausage with a fork and add beaten egg, minced celery, parsley and green pepper. Spread mixture evenly on each veal slice and roll up, securing with a skewer. Brush with cooking oil. Barbecue 1 inch from the fire, turning often and brushing with more oil, for 25 minutes.

**Fish in herb marinade**

**Ingredients:** 3 lb salmon, haddock or halibut steaks (cut about 1 inch thick); 2 bay leaves; ½ teaspoon thyme; 8 oz wine vinegar.

**Method:** Put fish into a shallow dish. Combine bay leaves, thyme and vinegar in a saucepan, and heat gently just to boiling point. Cool and pour over fish. Leave fish for 30 minutes, then drain well. Brush fish with a little cooking oil and grill over medium heat, about 3 inches from the fire for 12 minutes, turning once.

**Barbecued duckling**

**Ingredients:** 2 4-lb duckling, cut in quarters; cooking oil.

**Method:** If duckling is frozen, thaw completely, and wash and dry thoroughly. Brush with cooking oil. Put on to grill, cut-side down, and cook over medium heat, about 3 inches from fire, turning frequently for 45 minutes. Serve with a salad of thick orange slices and onion rings.

**Lamb in mint sauce**

**Ingredients:** 8 2-inch-thick lamb chops; 8 fl oz vinegar; 6 fl oz of cooking oil; 4 tablespoons chopped mint; pinch of sugar; salt and pepper.

**Method:** Wipe chops. Mix all other ingredients and pour over chops. Cover and leave at room temperature for 2 hours, turning once. Drain chops and save marinade. Grill about 3 inches from fire over medium heat for about 15 minutes each side.

**Garlic or herb bread**

**Ingredients:** French bread; butter; garlic cloves or fresh herbs.

**Method:** Cut bread diagonally in 1-inch slices, leaving base of loaf still joined. Crush garlic or chop herbs and mix with butter. Spread butter between slices of loaf, and wrap in foil. Heat over barbecue for 10-15 minutes.
in co-operation with Outspan and the Dutch Dairy Bureau offer this **7-day gourmets’ diet**

**KEEPING YOUR figure in trim by watching your diet sounds more tedious than it needs to be. The following gourmet’s guide to weightwatching shows that it can even be enjoyable.**

The day’s allowances for liquids and alcohol are 5 cups of tea, coffee or freshly-squeezed citrus fruit juice, 1 glass of wine (not more than 1 5 bottle or 5 } fluid ounces), dry sherry or dry vermouth with no gin. When selecting wines, go for a light table one, preferably on the dry side. All alcohol is calorie-loaded, so if you’re a serious slimmer, cut down as much as you can.

Use artificial sweeteners instead of sugar, or drink tea and coffee unsweetened.

If social obligations make a diet meal impossible, eat moderately, and replace your next meal by 1 summer orange and 3 oz Edam or Gouda cheese, possibly with a single piece of (preferably) rye crispbread.

Recipes are given for the dishes marked with an asterisk.

### RECIPES

#### Orange and apricot mousse
**Ingredients:** 1 large tin apricots; 3 oranges—2 washed, peeled and sliced; 1 washed and still with the peel on; 3 or 4 whole cloves; ½ pint natural yoghurt; a little grated nutmeg.

**Method:** Tip apricots and oranges into a saucepan and bring to the boil, stirring occasionally. Add cloves and nutmeg. Cover and simmer for 20 minutes. Allow to cool a little and place in a blender, first removing the orange peel and cloves. Once the mixture is smooth, remove and place on one side until it is cold. Stir in yoghurt, mixing thoroughly. Place in individual dishes and chill overnight before serving. 

Serves 6-8.

#### Baked veal savoyard
**Ingredients:** 4 escalopes of veal; 4 slices of lean ham; 4 large slices of Edam cheese; Seasoning; A little butter.

**Method:** Season the escalopes and wrap each one in a slice of ham. Place each wrapped escalope in an ovenproof dish and top each with a slice of Edam cheese. Dot with butter, cover and cook for 1½ hours (depending on the thickness of the veal) at Gas Mark 3 or 325°F. Serves 4.
### Thursday

**Breakfast**
Start the day with a fresh orange or half a grapefruit, followed by a choice from the list given for Monday's breakfast.

**Lunch**
Smoked salmon, thin slice brown bread and a little butter; squeeze of lemon; fresh peach or orange.

**Dinner**
Consommé; Fresh salmon; Cucumber salad; Bilberry flan (thin base of pastry); A little whipped cream; 1 glass of wine.

**Wine**
Château de Selle: A rosé from Provence. If you find rosé rather weak, this is an outstanding example of how pleasant it can be. Shipped by Mentzendorff, available from good wine merchants.

---

### Friday

**Breakfast**
Start the day with a fresh orange or half a grapefruit, followed by a choice from the list given for Monday's breakfast.

**Lunch**
Spanish omelette; Green salad with fresh mint and parsley; Compote of fresh cherries, grapes, plums and prunes.

**Dinner**
Gazpacho soup; Red mullet (or sea bream, bass, sea trout)—grilled; Watercress and chicory salad; Rhubarb fool made with yoghurt, not cream; 1 glass of wine.

**Wine**
Batard Montrachet, Louis Jadot. A dry white Burgundy, with a strong perfumed bouquet. Grants of St James's.

---

### Saturday

**Breakfast**
Start the day with a fresh orange or half a grapefruit, followed by a choice from the list given for Monday's breakfast.

**Lunch**
Iced tomato juice; Grilled fillet steak rubbed with garlic; Mixed salad; Sliced fresh peaches and oranges sprinkled with 5 whole cloves and decorated with mint leaves.

**Dinner**
Gazpacho soup; Red mullet (or sea bream, bass, sea trout)—grilled; Watercress and chicory salad; Rhubarb fool made with yoghurt, not cream; 1 glass of wine.

**Wine**
Soave Lamberti: A well known Italian white wine, with a strong clean flavour. Goes very well with fish. Justerini & Brooks.

---

### Sunday

**Breakfast**
Start the day with a fresh orange or half a grapefruit, followed by a choice from the list given for Monday's breakfast.

**Lunch**
Roast Guinea Fowl; French beans, carrots; Wild blackberry crumble (thin topping of crumble only); A little cream.

**Dinner**
Cold lean meats; tomato salad with lemon dressing, flavoured with basil; Watercress or Salade Niçoise; Fresh orange or 1 slice crispbread and an ounce of Gouda cheese and 2 radishes; 1 glass of wine.

**Wine**
Niersteiner Riesling: A light delicate German wine with a fresh finish. Harrods wine department.

---

### Lemon Dressing
(for the artichoke hearts)

**Ingredients:**
- Freshly-squeezed juice from 3 lemons; Zest from 1 lemon; salt and freshly-ground black pepper; \( \frac{1}{2} \) clove of garlic, finely chopped (optional) or garlic salt; 2 teaspoons chopped chives; \( \frac{1}{2} \) teaspoon chopped fresh basil; 2 oz chopped ham; Salt, pepper and paprika; Watercress and 2 oz olives.

**Method:**
Wash tomatoes, remove stalks and cut wide slice off the top of each. Scoop out the inside of each with a teaspoon taking care not to break the skin. Mix the cheese with the chopped ham and herbs and season with pepper, salt and a pinch of paprika. Fill the hollow tomato shells with the mixture and decorate with black olives. Serve chilled on a bed of watercress.

Serves 4.
Food in the great outdoors
and a note on the best
Barbecue wines

By Philip Shaw

The barbecue has crossed the Atlantic and become firmly established on English shores as a popular form of entertainment on summer and autumn evenings. The choice of a suitable wine for the occasion is as important a consideration as the food to be cooked; the wine should be ready for drinking, in a medium price range, and should complement the food provided. It is unnecessary to go to the expense of estate-bottled wines, as a barbecue tends to be an informal gathering and one does not have the chance to appraise as critically as at a formal dinner-party. Yet, both authenticity and distinctiveness are necessary characteristics which will be met by a good-quality district or parish wine.

Chicken is a popular choice for the spit. A red Loire wine of charm would be appropriate from the villages of either Chinon or Bourgueil. It was Rabelais who gave Bourgueil its fame as he was born within a few miles of the site. The wines have a bouquet reminiscent of violets and a fruity crispness to taste.

An unusual Sicilian wine that I have enjoyed with barbecued chicken is Corvo. This wine has been described as the finest of the Italian Sicilians can produce—and I can well believe it. The mild flavour of chicken is not overawed by the richness of Corvo that is largely the result of the Continental climate enjoyed by the vineyards of the Duca de Salaparuta, who has had them established along traditional French lines. If guests are waiting while the chicken is cooking, the white wine of Corvo could be served preparatory to the red. Findlater Mackie Todd of Wigmore Street, London, is the importer.

Chops and sausages can provide a basis of a most enjoyable barbecue meal. The richness of the food, as with kebabs, demands an equally firm, full-flavoured wine. Tuscany provides a wide choice in wines but no finer accompaniment to chops than chianti, which is likely to become more widely available once Britain joins the Common Market. Two styles of genuine chianti are made, both of which are from the Classico region between Florence and Siena. They display the neck label of their authenticity which shows a black cock on a red-and-gold background. One type, often sold in wicker flasks, is made to drink young like fresh Beaujolais.

The other style of Chianti Classico is aged for a minimum of three years in wood before bottling into traditional Bordeaux-shaped glass. Peter Dominic offers both types, including a 1962 Riserva. The chianti growers deserve the reputation that they have won for their fine wine which was the forerunner of the DOC laws now being enforced along Appellation lines. I well recall a barbecue one autumn served in the gardens of a house overlooking the city of Florence; the taste of the charcoal-smoked meat and rich chianti that accompanied it evoked a feeling that one was in Medieval Tuscany.

Steak is a deservedly popular meal for open-air cooking. The lighter, lesser-known claret is suitable wines here, especially those from such districts as Bourg and Blaye. These two communes lie across the estuary from the Medoc on undulating soil composed of lime and clay. The early-ripening Merlot grape gives the wine a forward quality which is well-suited to late-summer evenings. If one looks for these district clares from lighter vintages, such as 1967, the reward will be an attractive fruity wine that can well complement steak; Château de Barbé is an example from the Côtes de Bourg.

The most northerly vineyards of Spain, situated in the Rioja, yield good quality wines, often with a similar soil composed to the lesser-known clares. The leading Bodegas pride themselves on their red wines, which are matured in 225-litre American oak casks. Marqués de Riscal and Murrieta are two of the finest estates, both of whose wines are shipped to Britain. At the time of a recent visit of vine and claret, Murrieta still had the 1916 vintage in can! The natural acidity present in the red Riojan wines contrasts well with the richer sauces that are often served with steak.

For those who like a change from the red wines that accompany the cooked meats at a barbecue, the white wines that complement grilled fish can be a delight. I particularly enjoy a chilled Traminer, that lovely spicy wine from Alsace that is suitable for open-air parties. The smoked flavour of the fish—perhaps with the crisp tail and powerful aroma of the wine, you prefer an even richer white wine, try the Alsatian Gewürztraminer which is made from selected clones of the original Traminer variety. White Burgundy tends to be on the heavy side for quaffing at a barbecue, but a good Moselle has appeal with its refreshing acidity. Erderer Treppchen is an example of the light, attractive style which is to be seen in the fruity charm of the 1970 vintage; this wine is offered German bottled from the Priesterseminar Trier by Elfield of 4 Eton Terrace, Edinburgh 4.

The remaining barbecue dishes such as gammon and roast suckling pig—tend to be on the fatty side. A classic single parish beaujolais has the fruit and power to relieve the underlying richness of gammon—largely the result of the Gamay grape. Such beaujolais have often been appealing if lightly chilled before serving; this gives a crispness to palate. Like chianti—which is the most apt wine for sucking pig—beaujolais now comes in two styles; the youthful wine that should be drunk almost within a month, therefore called 'de l'année', containing a high degree of malic acid as the full fermentation has not taken place prior to bottling; and secondly, the firmer single-vineyard wines which improve with keep­ing in bottle. These are the wines of 'Clochmere'—the lovely fruity well-balanced wines from the southern slopes of Burgundy. Even in generally disappointing vintages like 1968, attractive wines are made.

The leading Yugoslav wines contrasts well with the southern slopes of Burgundy. In the case of the greatest longevity of all, eight communes in Beaujolais a ripe Chenín will outlive even the 25 years in bottle.

If you enjoy the contrast acidity with gammon slices, certain Yugoslavian wines may appeal. The Pinot Noir grape of Burgundy, for instance, yields a rich red wine, known as Molitor, a wine which is available both in the country of origin, from Elfield of Dickleburgh, Diss, Norfolk. The astringency present in many of the Yugoslav wines is too marked to become a popular choice at a barbecue.

The selection of the right wine to accompany food cooked in an open is a vital ingredient to the success of the occasion. The host should decide whether he wants wine to complement or contrast with the food and one that will go well into account of the many known views of the guest. Table wines have been discussed in the foregoing, but mulled wines may be served if a particularly evening presents itself.
Nescafé* Blend 37 is made exclusively for people who enjoy the taste of good, strong, freshly-brewed coffee... and who won't settle for anything less. Made with beautiful, rich São Paulo coffee beans. Roasted dark and bitter. Then freeze-dried... to capture all that precious, freshly-roasted flavour for you to enjoy instantly... black or with a dash of cream.

Rich, strong, distinctly 'continental'... that's Blend 37
Only 1 calorie
How to enjoy your favourite soft drinks without putting on weight

Slimline Bitter Lemon is made with whole, fresh lemons; tart and poignantly refreshing.
The 6 fl. oz. bottle contains only one calorie.
So next time you’re about to quench your thirst, and you’re having to count the calories, remember Slimline is 53 calories per bottle lighter than regular Bitter Lemon.

Available at bars and all the best parties in four flavours: Tonic, Bitter Lemon, American Dry Ginger and Sparkling Orange (which is 3 calories – but who’s counting?)
Brinsley and Moorea Black discover
a true bistro in Fulham . . .

La Fringale
Hollywood Road,
W10  (01-351 1011)

The almost distant days when the
King's Road, Chelsea, had a certain
grace and style, the Fulham Road
was regarded disdainfully as an
extremely impoverished relation of
consequence whatsoever. Now
that the King's Road has become a
louche, bawdy market and an
expensive showplace for the shoddy,
the Fulham Road has blossomed
thick with some of the smartest
shops in London. Restaurants have
proliferated on and off the
Fulham Road, and Hollywood Road
in particular used to have a cluster of
ever-changing ones—they seem to
open and close with quite amazing
frequency. La Fringale, however, has
been there for over two years and is
fair to remain firmly where it is.

The word 'bistro' has over the
years become endlessly used and
used, but if it means a restaurant
that serves good, inexpensive food
in relaxed surroundings, it describes
La Fringale perfectly. Designed by
John Oliver (whose wallpapers in
his shop in Notting Hill Gate are
well worth looking at, even if you
can't afford them), the Frenchness
of the place is pleasantly reassuring.
The owner, the chef, the waiters
and the music are all as French as
Dijon mustard, and the food has a
definite leaning in the same direc-
tion, if frogs' legs and Soupe à
l'oignon (which could have been
improved with a sprinkling of
cheese) are anything to go by.
Cotelettes d'agneau à l'ailloli—
grilled lamb chops with an excellent
garlic- ridden mayonnaise—is one of
the specialties and well worth
having if you aren't going to speak
to anybody for several days or can
hold your breath for long periods
without fainting. Quails stuffed with
liver pâte and cooked in a cream,
brandy and mushroom sauce gave
these now rather tasteless birds a
new and delicious interest and
Truite florentine (with spinach) and
Rognon en papillote seemed to give satisfac-
tion to the table next to us. Salad
mimosa made from chopped egg,
onion and lettuce with French
dressing was a successful variation
on a well-tried theme. The wine
list is small, almost minuscule, but
a 1966 Château neuf du Pape at
£1-60 was perfectly enjoyable and
judging by the clientele, the 9p
carafe was very popular. According
to the only French-English dic-
tionary to hand, fringale means 'a
sudden pang of hunger'. If, unlike
most of us, you are taken that way,
or even if you just want a pleasant,
relaxed, inexpensive dinner, head
for Hollywood Road. Dinner for
two: £4-00 5 00.

Many a Waterford collection began with
a single salt cellar: seeming extravagance
yet really shrewd investment!
The craftsmen who make Waterford crystal
(every piece is a handmade original)
want you to drink wine or water from it, eat
caviar or crisps off it, arrange camellias
or cornflowers in it. Waterford compliments
delicacies and precious things on state
ceremonies, glorifies homely ones every day.

See the whole range at The Waterford Crystal Centre,
15-18, Rathbone Place, London, W.1, before placing an order
with your retailer, or write for a list of stockists.
Distributors: J. Wuidart & Co, Ltd. 01-636 7881

WINE & FOOD
Capital Hotel

Basil Street, SW3 (01-580 5171)

When the government gave grants of £1,000 per bedroom towards the building of new hotels, provided work was begun before March 31st, 1971, one wonders whether they envisaged quite so many monstrosities being built as temples to tourists.

There seems to have been an unpublicized competition between hoteliers to see who could reach the greatest heights (sic) of ugliness, with a gold-plated coathanger as the supreme prize for a standard of interior decoration that would justify putting the Burton-Taylor yacht on permanent exhibition at the Design Centre. When one visits Portman Centre, when one visits Portman Centre, one begins to despair at the missed opportunities of creating some really exciting buildings. Possibly the only exception in the hotels of the 'sixties and 'seventies is the Capital.

The dream of David Levin, the Capital opened just over a year ago, and it provides the comforts and service not seen in England for a very long time. Designed by Nigel Clarke, it is modern, attractive and has character. The bedrooms have television, radio and taped music, so musical insomniacs can listen to their favourite operas at any time of the night. There are secretarial services, twin beds that convert to a double bed at the swish of a zip, and, believe it or not, a refrigerator can be put in any room at no extra cost. It is hardly surprising that someone like Mr Levin who has put so much thought and care into creating his dream, has taken infinite trouble to create a really first-class restaurant.

Seating only thirty people, the restaurant, decorated and furnished down to the last napkin in varying shades of brown, has more of the feeling of an intimate smart restaurant (which it is) than a hotel. The menu is positively mouth-watering and the standard of food certainly places the Capital amongst the top three restaurants in London. Artichoke hearts poached in a wine, nut-oil, and cream sauce, and Mousselines of Foie Gras à la crème d’amandes were both superb. Sorbet à la fine Champagne is recommended as a refresher between the first and main course and is said to be fabulous by friends with greater capacities than ours. Médaillon de veau aux essences de truffe farci de foie gras—two pieces of veal with foie gras and a truffle as a filling make quite the most delicious sandwich imaginable, and kidneys with a mustard and cream sauce (Rognon de veau à la moutarde) made kidneys taste as they never have before. Creamed potatoes deep fried and lamé flavoured were shaped like apples and pears, and in spite of any watery worries, are a must. Mr Levin has kept his wine prices down to an absolute minimum and a bottle of Vosne Romanée 1966 at £1 70 was as delicious as it was reasonable.

Dinner at the Capital is a really worthwhile experience and it is worth working up an appetite the day before you go. Book a table at the same time, otherwise you won't stand a chance of getting in. Dinner for two: £7 00 10 00.
Black Box Ice Cream Desserts by Wall's

Strawberry  Rum and Raisin  Irish Coffee  Lemon Sorbet  Chocolate Mint

Exclusive Ice Cream Desserts from selected stores only
WHAT BETTER PLACE is there to look for a ghost than in an ancient inn? There are inns the length and breadth of Britain that are part and parcel of history itself; inns beamèd and bowed and alive with legend; inns that have been the backdrop for much wanton sculdugery, romantic intrigues, and human tragedies engulfing the men and women, rogues and royals alike, lodging beneath their roofs. There are once-great coaching houses, harbour-side taverns, backstreet city pubs and drowsy country inns, which are genuinely haunted from cellar to topmost ceiling by the wraithish offspring of some dramatic episode in their varied and often bloody past.

Unlike other haunted places boasting of more ghoulish phantoms, ghosted inns—of which there are at least two hundred—tend to be regarded with less apprehension by public and publican. Mine host and his customers look upon their particular prowling monk or white lady not as a spine-chiller to be avoided but as an old regular to be treated with respect and affection.

Perhaps one of the most unusual displays of affection for a ghost is that shown by The Spider Club, a group of Essex men who once a year sit down to celebrate the continued existence of the ghost of ‘Spider’ Marshall, one-time ostler at The Bear Inn, at Stock. This white-painted country pub with four centuries of Essex history behind it, is one of the favourites of author and countryman James Wentworth Day who lives a mile or two along the road from Stock. He knows the landlord, Dick Wheston, like a brother, and is one of the exclusive few entitled to membership of the Spider Club.

In his book In Search of Ghosts (published by Frederick Muller) James Wentworth Day recalls the fond comment landlord Dick Wheston once made about the ghost of Spider. ‘We don’t want to lose him,’ he said. ‘The old chaps often see him dodging about in his boots and white breeches, no higher than a handspan. You see he’s shrunk since he became a ghost. We reckon he’s part of the fixings. That’s why the Huntsmen, the Master of Beagles and a whole lot of people turn up to drink his health at Christmas. He’s our oldest customer.’

The Bear’s oldest customer he may be yet compared with other ghosts that of Spider Marshall is only a youngster with forty-seven years in the haunting business.

The benign old gentleman who warns himself in front of the ingle-nook at The White Horse inn at Chilham, Kent, is a ghost of three hundred years’ standing. Grey-haired and wearing a black gown and gaiters, this ghost always appears at the same hour—tea past ten in the morning. For an explanation one has to go back to 1670, long before what is now The White Horse inn became a pub. It was then the home of the Rev. Sampson Hieron, nonconformist vicar of the village, and it is his ghost that stands before the fire, behaving very much as if he were still master of the house. Only when some unsuspecting customer acknowledges him with a polite ‘good morning’ does the figure fade from sight.

Prowling monks are the most frequently seen apparitions in the pubs of Britain, due possibly to the fact that many of our inns began as monastic lodging houses and the monks who looked after them suffered cruelly when the monasteries were liquidated on the orders of Henry VIII. Many were buried alive standing up or kneeling in prayer. Others were mutilated or disfigured. Some suffered the same fate as Maudie Tuck, a nun whose ghost haunt

Continued on page 12

Young’s announce the fuss-and-botherless Prawn Cocktail.

Young’s new Prawns and Cocktail Sauce come fresh-frozen: selected prime prawns and rich, consistently good sauce in the same packet. Plenty for two. Here’s all you do: defrost prawn and sauce sachets. Shred lettuce into two cocktail glasses. Add prawns. Spoon on ready-made cocktail sauce, and garnish. Done! Two big Prawn Cocktails at a let’s-have-them-often price. No waste, no bother. Or mix prawns and sauce on buttered crisp-bread or toast (with trimmings) for sumptuous open sand­wiches. Perfect for seafood salads, too. Or launch out into Young’s other succulent seafoods. Everything from ready-made seafood dishes, to Scampi, Dressed Crab and Potted Shrimps—tasty fish fillets and other seafoods, too, ideal for your home freezer. See-how-easy recipes are free from your stockist or from Young’s. We make seafoods easy. All year round.
With Scotch the price it is, it makes sense to mix with the best.

Dry Ginger Ale is clean and sharp and fiercely effervescent, while American Dry is a little sweeter and no less sophisticated. Either turns a drop of Scotch into a long and beautiful experience.

Ginger Ales by Schhh...You-Know-Who
The mango grows on a handsome, evergreen tropical tree which reaches vast age and height. Buddha sheltered under one. Eastern folklore pays tribute to the exotic fruit. Eastern poets rhyme its praises. The fruit, sometimes round or oval, or heart-shaped, ripens to a glowing dark green, to a translucent apricot, or a brilliant yellow. The mango is aromatic. It is sweet and spicy. It is piquant. It is succulent. Nature has been generous to it.

We believe we have ways of improving on the mango. We take the finest mangoes from India, combine them with smaller, richer mangoes from the West Indies, cut them into generous slices, and simmer them until they're yieldingly tender, but uncompromisingly firm. We sweeten them, subtly, and add a unique combination of rare spices to make what we modestly believe to be the finest accompaniment to so many meals—Green Label Mango Chutney.

A SOMewhat SUPERIOR SALAD

It is well known that Green Label Mango Chutney tames the fires of the most ardent curry. That it sweetens the most churlish of cheese sandwiches. What it does for a lively summer salad, with crisp lettuce, sweet, firm tomatoes, and succulent cold meats of your choosing is easily discovered. Place a generous helping on the side of your plate. And taste.

For a free booklet of somewhat superior recipes write to: Green Label(S). Station Rd, Daybrook, Nottingham NG5 6AG.
The Royal Oak, Havant, Hampshire

Weston Manor Hotel, Weston-on-the-Green, Oxford

The Lord Crewe Arms, Blanchard, Northumberland

The Oak bedroom of the Weston Manor Hotel, in Oxfordshire. Maude, though a simple-minded soul, was a particular favourite of the Brothers in the early fifteenth century when the manor was part of Oseney Abbey. But she erred once too often and ended her days screaming for forgiveness as she was burned at the stake for immoral behaviour.

What was once part of the home of the white-robed monks of Blanchland, on the edge of the wild Northumbrian moors, is today The Lord Crewe Arms. Industrial Newcastle is only thirty miles from this lovely, lonely place where a phantom monk with red hair, victim of a border raid by the Scots, shares the haunting with the ghost of Dorothy Forster, a heroine of the Jacobite uprising.

That other ill-fated rebellion led by the Duke of Monmouth, gave Winchester a heroine and a ghost—Dame Alice Lisle—who walks the corridors of The Eclipse Inn, wherein she spent her last restless night. Sentenced at the Bloody Assizes by the notorious Judge Jeffreys for hiding two rebel soldiers, Dame Alice died with calm dignity on a scaffold built hard against the timbered front of The Eclipse, standing in the shadow of Winchester Cathedral.

You can if you wish stay the night at The Eclipse with the hope of meeting the ghost of Dame Alice. Or you can stay at any one of a dozen or more much-haunted pubs that are conveniently strung out along the south coast from The Angel at Lymington to The Mermaid at Rye. There is a very promising one at the edge of a tidal creek in Langstone.

Continued overleaf
SOME HAUNTED INNS continued from overleaf

Harbour, a trim, white-washed inn called The Royal Oak, which has been there for about a couple of hundred years. Once the building was a bakery, supplying fresh bread to Nelson's fleet anchored off Selsey Bill. Perhaps it acquired its ghost from that period, though there is no hint of dark deeds or otherwise that might have resulted in the place becoming haunted.

Yet haunted it is: Mrs Spring, the landlord's wife, well remembers her first weeks at The Royal Oak, the unaccountable footsteps on the stairs, the noises which sounded like chains being moved on the stone floor of the empty public bar. She describes her first face-to-face encounter with the ghost in these words: 'I was awakened suddenly by the feeling of a "presence" in my room. Thinking it was my daughter standing by my bed I asked what she wanted. I got no reply and thought she must be sleepwalking, but as I sat up intending to lead her back to her room, the figure slowly glided away and disappeared through a corner of the room.

'In those days,' says Mrs Spring, 'we had a spaniel who used to sleep in the bar every night. One evening I was awakened by her howling, and on coming down to find out why, I found her trembling with fear and bristling all over. She pushed past me and ran up to my bedroom and from that day she would never stay alone in the bar.'

If you're still thinking of looking in at your local this evening remember to tell your landlord about Mr Richard Nelms, mine host at The King and Queen, in the Wiltshire village of Highworth. He didn't believe in ghosts until a dark night in 1969 when he saw a monk, cowled and sandalled, walk through a brick wall in the cobblestoned yard. Now he has £100,000 worth of insurance in case the ghost gives someone a heart attack.

Learn about wine from the Academy of Wine. Taste over 50 different wines. All for 30 gns.

You're interested in wine. Or you wouldn't be reading this magazine. So how would you like to become a real expert? Increase your own appreciation. And gain for yourself a massive advantage in commercial, political and social life.

Hedges & Butler—with 300 years' experience of fine wines and spirits—run an extremely popular organisation called The Academy of Wine. The Academy runs a course covering one full day and four evenings. Cost is 30 guineas. The programme includes lectures, discussions, and extensive tasting of over 50 wines on the course.

Course No. 28 starts October 9th and course No. 29 starts November 13th. Get your Prospectus from: The Secretary, The Academy of Wine, Room 22, Hedges House, 153 Regent Street, London, W1

Combe is more than an hotel...

As one guest writes: "I felt all the time that I was a member of a cheerful house-party in one of England's old country mansions."

You can enjoy a stay in this fine Elizabethan manor house set in its own secluded 2,000-acre estate, once home of Sir Thomas Pult and his descendants since 1614 and visited by William Pitt during his office as Prime Minister.

Now the charming home of John and Thérèse Boswell, Combe offers Cordon Bleu cooking, exquisite wines, comfort and relaxation, together with personal and friendly service, Trout fishing, riding and golf available. Do contact John Boswell for our illustrated brochure at:

Combe House Hotel
GITTISHAM, HONITON (Tel: Honiton (0404) 2756) DEVON EX14 8AD
The Love Department

Something special happens to your day when you’re in a Paul Transatlantic kitchen. Suddenly you find things get done quicker. You're more relaxed - with more time to spare for your family. Which is how it got its name. The Love Department.

You see it’s designed to include the most efficient labour savers on the market. Like the Moffat Fiesta 24 which cooks while you’re away; open-spit roasts; ends boil-overs. And even cleans its own oven. You can have stainless steel worktops too - exclusive to Paul.

All these qualities make life easier. Leave you more time for those little things love is all about - that show your family you really care. After all, can you imagine making toffee apples for someone you don’t love?

Please send me your revealing books about the Love Department and Moffat Cookers

Name

Address

W.H. Paul Limited
Breaston
Derby DE7 3BQ

The Love Department
Paul planned it around the Moffat Fiesta
Out and about

BY

PENELOPE MAXWELL

Three outstanding restaurants – recommended for their superb cuisine and excellent service

Royal Roof Restaurant and the Garden Room Restaurant
AT THE ROYAL GARDEN HOTEL • KENSINGTON HIGH STREET • RESERVATIONS: 01-387 8000

The White House Restaurant
AT THE WHITE HOUSE • REGENTS PARK • RESERVATIONS: 01-387 1200

The Churchill Hotel, at the American clientele, but professional. It is definitely aimed for business lunches. Next door they one or two specialities. A good place for non-residents. Following the style of hotels now, it is medium sized, and has cut its menu slightly, to provide sound basic dishes and one or two specialities. A good place for business lunches. Next door they have a superb buttry/coffee shop, The Greenery. Superb, because it provides exactly the right sort of menu, atmosphere, and service that is all too often completely lacking in most "coffee houses" in London. They will quite genuinely let you have just a cup of coffee during the sehthing rush hour, but naturally this is not exactly encouraged. It sounded unbelievable, but the manageress assured me that it really was possible. Anyway, on reading the menu and guided gently by the extremely pleasant service, you'd probably land up at least with a salt beef sandwich and dill pickle for 50p, or perhaps "Breakfast Anytime" for 50p with two eggs, bacon and grilled tomato. Open at 7.00 and last orders at 12.45, and last Sunday they had 1,020 covers, which shows some people have discovered it. The menu is very comprehensive for a coffee shop, but then this really is an extremely comprehensive operation. The colours are greens and golds, the seats are heaven for respite for weary shoppers, the clientele is amazingly interesting and the whole place is light and cheerful and airy. Highly recommended for chatty lunches, quick lunches, before-theatre suppers and any occasion that is casual rather than grand. Unfortunately you can't book, but then they do have the 70 items available day and night. Average cover 85p. Service 15%. RICHOUX Old Brompton Road, SW3. (01-584 8300)
This is the latest branch to open of these excellent coffee shops. There is already one in New Quebec Street and one in North Audley Street. Knightsbridge is the largest yet. Upstairs it is very pleasant: luscious cakes and chocolates at the counter, and one or two tables from where you can watch the Harrods taxi queue. Downstairs is unfortunately rather gloomy: slightly Brighton Pavilion with arches and alcoves, but all in potentially smart deep brown spray-on-velvet walls and soft blue velvet covered chairs—and appalling lighting. Hopefully that may change. At present, it's definitely like surfi­cing from the gloom of the flicks to the natural daylight. However, as there is still an overall dearth of any respectable coffee shops for Aunties at the moment (despite Scarcys and Harrods), and being in such a site, they can hardly fail. Beware of the wine—on asking its doubtful origin I was told "Oh, I'm afraid we can't tell you, madam, it's specially bottled for us." I should say so. Specialities of the house include Quiche Lorraine, served with salad, at 56p. Salads separately 67p. Minimum lunchtime charge 56p. Service 12½%, and, wonderful news, open all day Saturday and Sunday. The window table would be good for Sunday breakfast, though on second thoughts the Hyde Park with its pretty view even better. No booking.

THE MANCHURIAN 42 Baker Street, W1. (01-935 0833)
Having written this restaurant up in the last issue they now have some more innovations worth noticing. On the subject of service charges which at the Churchill's Greenery, at 15% is rather high for a coffee shop, the Manchurian is outstanding in that they have neither a service nor cover charge. The tip is left to the client's discretion. There is a business­man's lunch for 60p which for three choices of three different courses is very good value. They have also cut the menu down to size, so at the same time what was fearful expensive has now become positively excellent value. Even with the bar (which has also changed hands) how does one keep up?) there is an extra charge in the evenings, and special recommended menus have been added. Set meal for two £4.00. The Manchurian Barbecue £5.00 for two, for which you get soup, assorted vegetables and prawns served vegetables, rice and either two of beef, chicken or prawns. The flavour from the small barbecue cooker placed in the middle of the table, is delicious, though the beef was not as tender as I have found in some Chinese restaurants. If you have a row, try the Goddess of Mercy, Red Herb Tea, an inexpensive pacifier at 15p.
When dining out a little gold does you credit.

EVERY PACKET CARRIES A GOVERNMENT HEALTH WARNING
Graeme Peacock is Sales Promotion Director of Jackson the Tailor. Away from the business his pastimes are appropriately made to measure, too. He's an authority on old weapons for one thing and has a fascinating – and valuable – display of them at his home in Tynemouth. He's also a devotee of fell walking and thinks nothing of a 20 mile hike across the wild Northumberland countryside. And he's an expert on Roman military history, a subject which takes him on expeditions to all the ancient fortifications around North-East England.

A diverse life – and a discerning one. "People always seem to do things because everyone else does", Graeme says, "I don't. Take Ginger Ale. I enjoy it in Scotch, but I tried all of them before I finally decided which one was for me. Then I stuck with it. Canada Dry. It blends more smoothly. No doubt about it."

As you say Graeme, no doubt about it.

Emigrate to Canada Dry. For the sake of your scotch.
"I want the Bendix..." she said

"You mean the new Bendix Automatic Washer with 16 programmes" I said.
"No, not that Bendix" she said.
"Oh, you mean the big Bendix 7 lb. capacity tumble-dryer?" I said, smiling.
"No, I've got those—the Bendix automatic dishwasher—the one that takes 10 place-settings" she said.
"Unfortunately, Madam, I have only one left—and that is the pride and joy of my special window display" I said, sadly.

She looked at me, hard. "I'll get it" I said. Honestly, once you've had a Bendix.

You want the Bendix too!

How do we know?...
- 4 programmes • 2 spray arms
- Built-in water softener—to overcome hard-water area problems
- Automatic detergent and rinse-aid control
- Positive drying action • Large stainless steel interior
- 10 place-settings • Real service too—expert service and maintenance country-wide

Bendix best for you

FREE POST TODAY!
Enjoy the luxury of open fire warmth with a charcoal-burning BRACERO fire.

LA CUCARACHA
'The Mexican Restaurant'
12-13 GREEK STREET, LONDON, W.1. • 01-734 2253

WEST DEAN COLLEGE
COURSES IN CRAFTS
A university of crafts! That is really what West Dean College is.

Take a superb stately home set in 6000 acres of farm and woodland: completely refurbish it and make it into a comfortable residential college open to men and women of any age.

Now engage craftsmen and experts in dozens of British arts and crafts, and draw up a programme of 120 courses for both the amateur and the professional, ranging from one day to seven in everything from wine-making to caring for antique furniture, from pottery to dressmaking. Keep the classes small and the fees for both tuition and accommodation modest and the result is an exceptional centre for the promotion of arts and crafts.

The prospectus describes the college and the programme gives you details of the courses. Send for them now and have the most interesting and profitable summer ever.

The Director (HGN)
West Dean College,
West Dean, Chichester, Sussex.
Tel.: Singleton 301.

SUMMER SOUPS are delightful, try our
Cold Consomme
Vichysoise
Gazpacho
Madrilene Consomme
Watercress

and for all special occasions our famous
Real Turtle Soup or
Lobster Bisque
From most top class grocery and delicatessen stores.

John Lusty Ltd.
6/8 Parnham Street,
London E.14.

This is a Reproduction of a
Jersey Milk Jug made from first quality E.P.N.S. and may be used for Tea, Coffee or Water. The strainer is incorporated in the lid.

1 pt. size £6.20 + 20p UK post
1½ pt size £7.65 + 20p UK post
2 pt size £8.50 + 20p UK post

Old Gold, Silver and Jewellery purchased.

JEWELLERS
AND SILVERSMITHS
38 QUEENSFERRY ST.
EDINBURGH, EH2 4QY

C. F. WARNER ANTIQUES
17th & 18th Century English Furniture
15 WALTON STREET
LONDON SW3
Telephone: 01-589 0969

A fine George III Mahogany Display Cabinet Height 6' 8" Width 3' 8"

HOUSE & GARDEN
GARDEN CROQUET
Craftsmanship in specially selected Hardwoods
Rules of the game with every set
Open-air fun for all the family
Quality and products guaranteed
Up-and-coming game of the '70s
Enliven the school holidays
The ideal summer pastime
Set for 4 players £16, for 6 players £22—delivered U.K. mainland (Purchase Tax, packing and carriage all included in prices).
Also available 4-player Lawn Croquet sets—details and prices on application.
Send cheque/money order or write for illustrated leaflet to:
R. F. LANDON & PARTNERS LTD.,

COME TO US FOR COMFORT
- Up to 33% off carpets
- 25% off furniture and blinds
- 20% off quilts
- 15% off curtains and mowers
- All makes available

FOR FINE FURNITURE AND CABINETWORK
FITTED OR FREE-STANDING CUSTOM MADE
come to
PLANET FURNITURE LTD.
All our work is individually commissioned and made in our workshop by craftsmen

PLANET FURNITURE LIMITED
MANOR ROAD, TIDDINGTON, WORCESTER
Phone 9-460 extension 17

Lyn-Plan Zip-on covers
for Parker-Knoll & Cintique chairs & settees

PLANET FURNITURE LTD.

NOT stretch covers, but individually tailored to fit over 350 models. In linens, tapestries, moquettes, damasks, and NOW washable shrink resistant Lynvel. Send for free colour brochure and returnable patterns stating modal or number to Head Office:
LYNWOOD (Dept. HSG.35)
43 Imperial Way, Croydon, CR9 4LF

Showrooms:
20 Mulgrave Road, Sutton (Closed Mondays)
20 Park Street, Croydon (Closed Wednesdays)

Beds to measure
Rush matting
Carpeting
Dining Furniture
Cane Furniture
Armchairs & Settees
Continental Quilts

Write for illustrated brochure to Dept. H6

Rooksmoor Mills, Stroud, Glos

HENRY NOBLE

distinguished fur Expert and Designer will assist you personally to choose from over 2,000
Coats, Jackets, Boleros, Stoles, Fur Hats & Coats.
We also have a selection of
NEAR NEW FURS
Our services include part exchanges, renewals, cleaning valuations

INDIE—No enquiry is too much trouble, whether you call, write or phone, you will find us HELPFUL & PROMPT

CATALOGUES
EXPORTS • TERMS

NATURAL MINK "CLASSIC"
£650
Also in Black, Dark Brown and White

Beds to measure
Rush matting
Carpeting
Dining Furniture
Cane Furniture
Armchairs & Settees
Continental Quilts

One of many photographs from our brochure

Write for illustrated brochure to Dept. H6

Rooksmoor Mills, Stroud, Glos

NATURAL MINK "CLASSIC"
£650
Also in Black, Dark Brown and White

Beds to measure
Rush matting
Carpeting
Dining Furniture
Cane Furniture
Armchairs & Settees
Continental Quilts

One of many photographs from our brochure

Write for illustrated brochure to Dept. H6

Rooksmoor Mills, Stroud, Glos
Illustrated above is the No. 1308 VF combination sink fitting. Wash up in the normal way then with a fine hot spray — rinse clean. Result — gleaming crockery you don't even have to wipe dry.

Barwell make a dazzling range of precision quality kitchen mixers and taps — so there's absolutely no need to shop around. We're sure to have just what you're looking for.

Brilliantly designed and craftsman-made they're great to look at and technically superb. All Barwell kitchen fittings are suitable for standard sinks — so they're easy to fit, too.

Other Barwell kitchen fittings include:

- No. 1309 VF: Simply take both waterways to one side and the second sink hole is free for No. 1307 soap or handcream dispenser.
- No. 2056 FS: Graceful 'Fairline' high neck pillar taps. Inclined heads allow ample clearance from wall.

For complete range and further details complete coupon.

JAMES BARWELL LIMITED
Great Hampton Street, Birmingham B18 6AF. Tel: 021-554 1307
Please send me illustrated literature on Barwell kitchen fittings.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

WINE & FOOD

Table jottings

For food definers

Although Herman Senn's Dictionary of Foods and Culinary Encyclopaedia is nowhere near as exhaustive as Hering's comprehensive Dictionary of Classical and Modern Cookery, it was certainly a pretty daunting volume for the average cook to apprehend. But Harold Clarke's version of Senn's Dictionary of Foods (Ward Lock, £2.25) is a useful volume for all serious students. Entries range from au brun (done in brown sauce) and au four (baked in the oven) to zea (Indian corn) and Zythum (liquid made from malt and wheat), which seems to take in the alimentation scene pretty comprehensively.

New from Cirio

The Cirio organization, which specializes in tinned tomatoes and tomato purée, recently commissioned the well-known Italian chef-restaurateur Elio Piavani, to evolve a special dish using their puree. Wine & Food tested the recipe and found it highly appetising. Here it is:

For this dish, you can use red mullet, plaice or sea bass, and the ingredients given for the sauce will make enough for four people. As well as the fish, you will need: 4 oz tin peeled Cirio tomatoes, chopped; ½ large onion, finely chopped; 2 coffee spoons tomato purée; 1 clove garlic and 3 anchovy fillets, both put through a garlic squeezer; 2 heaped tablespoons freshly-chopped parsley; 2 oz fresh double cream; 3 tablespoonspoons olive oil; 2 oz butter; salt and pepper; 1 glass dry white wine.

Heat the oil and butter and allow crushed garlic, onions and anchovies to cook gently for a few minutes. Add chopped tomatoes and tomato purée, salt and pepper to taste. Cook together for about 10 minutes.

Add the wine and continue to simmer until the fish is cooked. Next add the cream and parsley, blending them both well into the sauce, and continue to simmer for a few minutes.

Serve on a pre-heated oval dish, placing fish in the centre and covering with the sauce. Garnish with chopped parsley and wedges of lemon.

Commodore patio bell

Brings a happy sound to the garden

This exciting new idea from Evered will add fun to all your outdoor activities. A happy sound to your garden, outdoors parties and barbecues. Ideal for indoor use! From your local hardware store or Evered Hardware. This bell produces a note like a real ship's bell.
Even the most expensive dishwashers don't offer you all this:

Below is a list of all the features you should look for in a dishwasher. They're important features. Yet surprisingly more expensive models don't have all of them. The Frigidaire De Luxe does.

1. High performance washing action. Two revolving spray arms make sure that everything gets the best possible wash and rinse.
2. Nine wash and dry options. To offer just the right wash for glass, cutlery, crockery, pots and pans.
3. Simple controls. In three easy movements the day's washing-up is started. Then you can forget about it.
4. Easy front loading. Loading can be a major effort on some machines. With the Frigidaire De Luxe you'll have no trouble.
5. Adjustable upper basket. So that you don't spend time working out exactly how to store your washing-up.
6. 12 full place settings. This enables you to do the entire day's wash at one time.
7. Water softener. Softens the water and increases the washing efficiency.
8. Water softener indicator. Tells you exactly when to add more softening agent.
10. Rinse aid indicator. After several months you'll need to refill. This special indicator tells you exactly when to do it.
11. Automatic detergent dispenser. Adds the detergent at just the right time in the washing cycle.
12. Double-wall construction. Some dishwashers can be very noisy. With ours you'd hardly know the washing-up is going on.
13. Durable, high quality finish. Including such things as a beautifully designed stainless steel interior.
14. Plate warmer. Simply load clean plates in the dishwasher before a meal and we'll warm them up for you.
15. Frigidaire nation-wide service. You can be sure that there's a qualified Frigidaire service man not far from your home should your dishwasher ever need looking at.

16. This isn't all we offer you with the Frigidaire De Luxe dishwasher, but already it's a lot more than many more expensive models can offer. Our Super version is another no-compromise dishwasher. It's the perfect answer in the price versus efficiency argument. You still get the same superlative wash. As well as some of the De Luxe features.

Please send me the detailed brochure on both the De Luxe and Super dishwashers. I'd also like the name of my nearest stockist to find out just how attractively priced these machines are.

Name

Address

HOU & GI

FRIGIDAIRE

Post to: FRIGIDAIRE Division of General Motors Ltd., Stag Lane, London NW9 0EH.

**Meridian Oven-to-table ware.** Designed by Susan Williams-Ellis in shiny white and deep Mocha brown. Versatile too—the teacup and teapot take coffee as well, and the vegetable dish and hotpot double as casserole and salad bowl. And just one lid covers the vegetable dish, hotpot and gratin dish. Prices—tea/coffee cup and saucer 62p, 10" plate 52p.

Please write for a free colour brochure

**Portmeirion Potteries**, Department N, Kirkham Street, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

---

**WINE & FOOD**

**Table jottings**

**Wine courses**

Despite the enormous increase in both the consumption and interest in wine, there are still very few courses available to the general public.

The GLC, however, runs an excellent evening course, at the very cheap rate of around £1.50, plus extra for evenings with tastings.

Both the International Wine & Food Society and Hedges & Butler also run courses. They have superb lecturers and a comprehensive range of wines—though at a price. Hedges & Butler's autumn courses run in October and November, with five sessions of three hours each, over two weeks, beginning at 6 pm, except the last session, over lunch, from 10.30 am to 3.30 pm. They also give you two half-bottles of wine after each tasting, to see if you can guess their origin yourself. Around fifty wines are covered overall, and the lecturers are more than inspiring. The cost is £31.50 which is certainly good value, though it helps to know some basic facts beforehand. Inquiries should be sent direct to The Academy of Wine, Hedges & Butler Ltd, 153 Regent Street, London W1. The courses are held in the attractive cellars on the premises and are limited to about fifteen people.

The International Wine & Food Society also takes a small number of people at a time, and in the same way also have excellent lecturers, some from the trade and some wine journalists. They give about fifty wines to taste, and provide books and helpful notes for those attending. Courses are held at the Junior Carlton Club, and on the final evening there is a dinner at the Society's offices. Charge to non-members, which includes membership for a year, is £37.50 (member £35.00). Their next course begins on October 23rd. Inquiries should be addressed to The International Wine & Food Society, Marble Arch House, 44 Edgware Road, London W1.

**New food shop**

There has always been a dearth of food shops open late, for people dashing home from work, and it is encouraging to see shops providing really good food deciding to extend their hours. Partridges of Sloan Street are now open from 9.30 am to 9.00 pm, except Sundays when the hours are from 11.30 am to 2.30 pm. As well as providing all the basics, such as eggs, milk, fruit and so on, they also have home made quiches, freshly-ground coffee, fresh bread, and a small wine department. They will also do sandwiches from their whole turkeys and ham and have lots of different things for last-minute picnics at the weekend.

---

**One of the things that can happen with hard water is—you just waste heating money!**

Prevent scale forming in your hot water system by hanging a basket of Micromet crystals in your cold water tank. Saves pounds in fuel and plumbing bills.

£1.30 (lasts six months)
Refills 95p.

**Micromet** keeps scale away for 1p a day

Send for free leaflet to: Albright & Wilson Ltd., PO Box 3, Oldbury, Warley, Worcestershire.
The Green Cross code is only one year old and already over 2,000 children have escaped death or injury because of it.

The Green Cross code has started well and if everyone knows the code more accidents will be prevented – more lives saved.

But remember there were still 38,000 child pedestrians killed or injured in 1971. So it’s up to teachers and parents who care to teach and demonstrate the code. Get the children to use the code all the time and to encourage their friends to use it – because now it’s a proven fact that it does help if they understand and use the Green Cross code. No responsible parent should allow children under 5 to be out in the road on their own. They just can’t cope.

Send in the coupon now to get your own copy of the code and one written specially for children – and make sure everyone learns to live by it.

Whenever you cross the road, use the Green Cross code

Issued by the Department of the Environment, the Scottish Development Department and the Welsh Office.
INTERIOR FURNISHERS

COLOURFLAIR OF RICHMOND


JEWELLERY

SELLING JEWELLERY OR SILVER? HAYES, the famous Hatton Garden jewellers, offer you the following Record Prices: £100-£500,000 for fine Diamond, Emerald, Ruby or Sapphire Rings, Brooches, Brooches, Necklaces, Earrings or Watches. £10-£100 for smaller rings, gold cigarettes cases, watches, chains, bracelets, etc. £10-£500 for Silver Tea-sets, Trays, Cutlery, Candlesticks, Cake-stands, Sports Cups, etc. Valuations by Qualified Experts ( Fellow Gemmological Association). If you cannot collect personally send your parcel by registered post, it will be quite safe and you will receive an immediate cash offer with no obligation to sell. M. HAYES & SON, 37 Hatton Garden, London E.C.1. Tel. 01-405 8177.

KITCHENS

HYGENA & WRIGHTON KITCHEN UNITS IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

NORMAN GLENN LTD., 5-14 Broadwalk Lane, London N.W.11. Tel. 01-455 3066/5531


NORTH WEST. If you are contemplating any improvement to your kitchen, a visit to our showroom will convince you that we are the best people for the job. We are kitchen specialists offering a complete service from planning to installation. Michael Hughes Limited, 589 Lord Street, Southport. Telephone 01-486 0771.

PINE LOG SAUNA

If you have not tried Finnish Sauna, the feeling of complete relaxation must be experienced to be believed. It is of benefit to the entire family. Sauna from InterScan can be tailored to your exact requirements.

HOME TYPISTS, Knitters, addressers, etc. "The Homeworkers Guide" gives countless introductions to British firms requiring your services. £1 post free from: Roland Press (Dept. HGS), 196 Barcombe Avenue, London, S.W.2. Also available: Guide to American firms requiring envelope addressers, 75p post free. Both Guides for £7-95.

INDEPENDENT INCOME AT HOME

Can be yours from writing ARTICLES, SHORT STORIES, TV SCRIPTS. Established writers can help you towards this goal. Free literature from WRITERS' WORKSHOP, Rose House, Guernsey, Channel Islands. (Over 50 years of successful coaching.)

EXCLUSIVE HAND-MADE TABLE CLOTHS CROCHETED IN SCOTLAND on an old design, 72" x 36" approx. White, fine cotton, £4.50 plus 25p post and packing. C.O.D., Orders taken. CraftCraft: P.O. Box No. 2, Bothwell, Glasgow, G71 8ET.

PROPERTY WANTED for Mr. A.J. Family-house, 4 or 5 bedrooms, Home Counties, South of Thames. £30,000-£50,000 available. (Usual commission required). Tel. John Powell & Partner, Regents 47044.

"COTTAGE CRAFT" HAND-CROCHETED BEDSPREADS Luxurious bedspreads hand-crocheted in white hardwearing cotton which is machine washable. Prices E.G.: £2.75 x 102"—£27.00 £93 x 102"—£32.00 Please write for sample and full price list to: P. D. A. Watson, 3 Serrell Street, Ossett, Yorkshire. Tel: Ossett 2170.
Summer Garden Party. 25% off leading brands of curtain and soft furnishings. October. Electric Fitting and Soft Furnishing Ltd, 182 Mitcham Road, Tooting, London SW17 7BU. Tel 01-672 2741/1714. 01-672 2770/4539

**SOLAIR**

Patio doors from £78

Strong anodised aluminum profiles. Single and double glazed. Weatherproof. Full size doors and working models available for inspection through leading builders merchants. Leaflet and stockists from Hilllard Coburn Ltd., Red Lion Road, Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey, Telephone: 01-397 5131.

**HOT HOUSE & GARDEN ADDRESSES**

Address Page Announcements £1 per line. MINIMUM 5 LINES (approx. 30 words including address). Five weeks in advance of publication to HOUSE & GARDEN, Vogue House,Hanover Square, W.1. 01-499 9000 ext. 12

**PERSONAL (contd)**

WINTER HOLIDAYS ARE NOT FUN for babies and small children. The Norland Residential Nurseries will keep them happy, warm and secure while you are away. Contact the Principal, The Park, Hungerford, Tel. 2252.

**SAUNA BATHS**


**THE SAUNA SPECIALISTS**

Exclusively made Sauna baths. Miller, Williams & Co., Ltd., Rosemary Avenue, Denford Park, Newbury, Berkshire, Telephone: 01-640 3241. Department 101, Duvet Centre, 199 Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel. 01-640 3241.

**Add value to your house whilst relaxing and slimming in a Sauna or Steam Bath! You can now buy direct from the manufacturers. Free literature. DUBLA INTERNATIONAL (UK) Ltd., 45/46 Berners St., London W1P 3JD. Tel. 01-580 1544.

**NORDIC SAUNAS**

Supplied and installed throughout the UK from CTS, Also Solarium, Giant Sun, Electronic Impulse Showers, etc. Pin ad to your letterhead for brochure. NORDIC SAUNA LTD, Dept. AEP, Lombe, Surrey, Ripley, Telephone (44/035).

**SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING**

Suede and Leather Cleaning. Send with confidence to Britain's leading specialists—first in Europe with Kirk's Suede-All, Duck Down or I.C.I. Terylene. Dept. IKA, Durie Centre, 199 Sheffield Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel. 01-640 3241.

**Swimming Pools**

BRITAIN'S LARGEST PERMANENT EXHIBITION of swimming pools and sauna baths. Also Britain's largest showroom devoted entirely to swimming pool equipment and accessories. Everything in stock, Peter Geddes, Cotswold Tile Co., Gloucester Road, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

**Purley Pools**

NEW "NO-DEPOSIT" TERMS 3-5 YEARS TO PAY

Purley Pools Ltd., P.O. Box 132, 13 Godstone Rd., Purley, Surrey, Tel. 01-668 1322.

**TILES**

WALES & WEST, Over 1,000 samples of the finest English ceramic wall and floor tiles can be seen at 480 London Road, Crondon, Surrey, Telephone: 01-684 3079. QUALITYF简单 LTD, is the recommended Installation Contractor to Cass Pupo, Tel. 01-689 0732.

**The Tile Studio**

The finest selection of Continental and English ceramic wall and floor tiles can be seen at 480 London Road, Crondon, Surrey, Telephone: 01-684 3079. Qualigyf newspapers, Ltd, is the recommended Installation Contractor to Cass Pupo, Tel. 01-689 0732.

**Exciting New Range of Spanish Decorative Wall Tiles.** Prompt delivery. For literature and prices write to: IBERIAN TILES LIMITED, Champion House, 278/280 Chancery Lane, London W.C. 2. Tel. 01-242 7642.

**TILES GALLERY—Come and see us. Large stocks of D.O.Y., Hand-Painted glazed tiles and ceramic floor tiles. John Willis & Sons, 79 Lower Road, Lancing, Sussex—Telephone: 01-324 5242.

**BILLERICAY TILE CENTRE**

See our comprehensive range of glazed tiles available from stock at competitive prices. Also Cork, Vinyl, Mosaic, etc., Huddersfield Road, Billericay, Essex.

**BILLY RICKETS**

**Carlisle Tetley**

**SAUNA SPECIALISTS**

Bread, butter and tea in a Sauna or Stream Bath! You can now buy direct from the manufacturers. Free literature. DUBLA INTERNATIONAL (UK) Ltd., 45/46 Berners St., London W1P 3JD. Tel. 01-580 1544.

**The Sauna Specialists**

Exclusively made Sauna baths. Miller, Williams & Co., Ltd., Rosemary Avenue, Denford Park, Newbury, Berkshire, Telephone: 01-640 3241. Department 101, Duvet Centre, 199 Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel. 01-640 3241.

**Add value to your house whilst relaxing and slimming in a Sauna or Steam Bath! You can now buy direct from the manufacturers. Free literature. DUBLA INTERNATIONAL (UK) Ltd., 45/46 Berners St., London W1P 3JD. Tel. 01-580 1544.

**NORDIC SAUNAS**

Supplied and installed throughout the UK from CTS, Also Solarium, Giant Sun, Electronic Impulse Showers, etc. Pin ad to your letterhead for brochure. NORDIC SAUNA LTD, Dept. AEP, Lombe, Surrey, Ripley, Telephone (44/035).

**SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING**

Suede and Leather Cleaning. Send with confidence to Britain’s leading specialists—first in Europe with Kirk’s Suede-All, Duck Down or I.C.I. Terylene. Dept. IKA, Durie Centre, 199 Sheffield Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel. 01-640 3241.

**Swimming Pools**

BRITAIN’S LARGEST PERMANENT EXHIBITION of swimming pools and sauna baths. Also Britain’s largest showroom devoted entirely to swimming pool equipment and accessories. Everything in stock, Peter Geddes, Cotswold Tile Co., Gloucester Road, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

**Purley Pools**

NEW "NO-DEPOSIT" TERMS 3-5 YEARS TO PAY

Purley Pools Ltd., P.O. Box 132, 13 Godstone Rd., Purley, Surrey, Tel. 01-668 1322.

**TILES**

WALES & WEST, Over 1,000 samples of the finest English ceramic wall and floor tiles can be seen at 480 London Road, Crondon, Surrey, Telephone: 01-684 3079. QUALITYF简单 LTD, is the recommended Installation Contractor to Cass Pupo, Tel. 01-689 0732.

**The Tile Studio**

The finest selection of Continental and English ceramic wall and floor tiles can be seen at 480 London Road, Crondon, Surrey, Telephone: 01-684 3079. Qualigyf newspapers, Ltd, is the recommended Installation Contractor to Cass Pupo, Tel. 01-689 0732.
ARE YOU FED UP?

Then get away from it all by writing, Achieve independence, freedom to work at home, in the country—or wait away to a warmer climate, writing saleable TV SCRAPS, ARTICLES, SHORT STORIES. Established writers (all from Fleet Street) can help you towards this goal. Write for their blueprint to happiness.

WRITERS' WORKSHOP
Rose House, Guernsey
Over 50 years of successful coaching.

WHAT'S WHERE

CORK TILES

FOR YOUR KITCHEN & BATHROOM
WARM & DURABLE
PRE-FINISHED OR READY FOR SEALING
WHEN LANDED

"AB-Cork" unleached 96p sq yd
"SIESTA" pre-finished £1.35 sq yd
"CORK-O-PLAST" clear PVC surface for heavy wear, £1.90 maintenance, add £3.20 sq yd, Wallarks from 82p sq yd.

Write for samples and pricelist and send (2 x 3" postcard) please address of prospective user.

Showroom and Office: FLOORING FACTORS & TILE CO. 23 Leslie Park Road, E. Croydon, Surrey.
FOCUS CERAMICS
IMPORTERS OF THE FINEST ITALIAN, SPANISH AND GERMAN FLOOR AND WALL TILES
Warehouse and Showrooms
213, Staines Rd., Hounslow, Middx.
Tel. No. 01-572 2251 and 01-570 6516
Also new showroom opening at
4, Montpelier St., Knightsbridge, S.W.7
It's taken motoring years ahead.

Mersey Tunnel Approach by Marples Ridgway. Rover by British Leyland.